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Project #6: Building A Shed
Lesson #1: Floor Framing (20 class periods)
Objectives
Students will be able to…
▪

Use decimals in the accurate keeping of an accounting ledger

▪

Calculate area

▪

Use the Pythagorean theorem to establish/check layout and framing a square

▪

Develop a bill of materials using linear measurement, perimeter, and area to estimate
material quantities

▪

Calculate material takeoffs for floor frames.

▪

Layout and construct a scale model floor frame using blueprints.

▪

Identify and describe the components of a residential floor frame.

▪

Describe the layout and installation procedures for floor frame systems.

▪

Assemble a floor frame using the correct materials in the correct order.

▪

Describe joist restraints and subfloor sheathing installation.

▪

Assess floor framing adherence to code, cleanliness, and accuracy (compared to the
prints and to scale).

Standards
LS 11-12.6
RSIT 11-12.2
RLST 11-12.2
Writing 9-10.5
Geometry 5 & 8
Residential and Commercial Construction pathway D2.1, D2.2, D2.3, D3.1, D3.3, D3.5, D3.7,
D4.4, D6.2, D6.3, D6.4
Problem Solving and Critical Thinking 5.1, 5.2, 5.3
Health and Safety 6.2, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.10, 6.12
Responsibility and Leadership 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 9.2, 9.3, 9.6, 9.7

Materials
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PowerPoint Presentation
https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3Af95960f7
-5f00-458d-8f09-da46d8d792b6
Math Review Worksheets: Measuring, Area, & Square
Floor Framing Vocabulary worksheet
Floor Framing-Using the Code Book Worksheet
How keep a construction Ledger Handout and Ledger Worksheet
Application for Building Permit
Floor Framing Order of Construction
Floor Framing Bill of Materials
PowerPoint Bill of Materials-calculating carpentry materials
https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3Adf65a71
9-b116-485f-9e35-4ad17bb3ca75
Floor Framing Skills Rubric
Floor Framing inspection Guidelines/Grading Sheet
Floor Framing Performance Evaluation
Floor Framing Unit Final Test

Lesson Sequence
▪

Pass out the Math Review Worksheets: Measuring, Area, & Square.

▪

Have students work on these math problems together and then review as a class (50
minutes). It is important to reiterate that measuring is critical in construction. It is
important to have accurate measurements because if not it may lead to wasted time,
materials, and money.

▪

Use the PowerPoint Presentation
https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3Af95
960f7-5f00-458d-8f09-da46d8d792b6 to introduce the floor framing vocabulary. Have
students take notes on their Floor Framing Vocabulary Worksheet. Answer any
questions as needed.

▪

Pass out the How to use a Ledger Handout and Ledger Worksheet and review
these with the students. Show students how to use the ledger and explain their task of
using this while floor framing.

▪

Have students get in teams. This will be their “construction company” that they will
build their shed with.

▪

Have teams choose a floor plan that they will use.

▪

Pass out the Bill of Materials. Use the PowerPoint Bill of Materials-calculating

carpentry materials.

https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3Adf6
5a719-b116-485f-9e35-4ad17bb3ca75
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▪

While reviewing the PowerPoint have students fill in their bill of materials.

▪

Hand out the Floor Framing Order of Construction and review with the students.
Answer any questions.

▪

Review the Floor Framing Skills Rubric with students. This will support students
with understanding what their expectations are.

▪

Begin creating Lot size. Have construction teams sit together and pass out their particle
board for their lot size. Have students label the bottom.

▪

Demonstrate how to layout their house by showing them how to center their house on
the lot and layout the sill plates.

▪

Explain that their houses are to be built in one-inch scales-every foot of the full-sized
structure is going to equal one inch on their models.

▪

Cut pieces of mudsill to length, and color them with green keel before gluing them
down not the lot. While doing this, explain that as they plate, they need to take the
measurements for their pieces directly from the structure.

▪

Once all the sill-plate is down, take a felt tip marker, and place anchor blots
(represented by a dot) according to code (within 1 foot of the ends, every 6 feet on
center over the length) on the mudsill.

▪

Next, cut and set your rim-joists. Refer your students to their prints so they know why
you are placing them where you are placing them. When this is complete, cut and set
your beam.

▪

Remind students to fill in the Ledger Entries and Building Permits.

▪

Model Floor Construction-model how the floor is constructed. Show students how to
layout for the floor joists pulling 1 ¼ inches on center on the rim joists. Tell your
students to make sure they pull their layout measurements from the same direction on
each pair of parallel rims joists-be sure to demonstrate this.

▪

Measure, cut, and install the floor joists. Demonstrate how to cut and install the midspan blocking.

▪

Pass out each team’s floor framing materials and the Floor Framing Grade Sheet.
Review this with the students.

▪

Allow students 10+ days to work on their floor framing. Support construction
companies as needed.

▪

Pass out the Floor Framing-using the code book worksheet. Have students take
out their floor framing prints. Discuss the code requirements for installing subflooring
and have students fill in their worksheet.

▪

Installing Sub-flooring. Use the Floor Sheeting Inspection Guidelines.
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▪

When teams have finished have, they look over the inspection grade sheet and their
work.

▪

Use the Construction Report and have each student write out a report and project

▪

Review floor framing unit (terms, math concepts, etc.) and then pass out the Floor

Self-Evaluation Form.

Framing Unit Final Test.

Assessment
Informal assessment throughout the whole floor framing project
Use rubrics and project guidelines to grade student’s final projects
Use Floor Framing Unit Final to assess student learning of floor framing concepts

Accommodations/Modifications
Strategic Partner Pairing
One on One Support
Calculators
Extra Time If Needed
Additional Visuals
Check for Understanding
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Math Review Worksheet: Measuring
Directions: Measure the lines on the following pages. Enter the measurement in the
corresponding box below.
A.

N.

B

O.

C.

P.

D.

Q.

E.

R.

F.

S.

G.

T.

H.

U.

I.

V.

J.

W.

K.

X.

L.

Y.

M.

Z.

Directions: After you have completed the measuring exercise above, add the following dimensions.

1.

S

2.

W

3.

B

+

U

+

A

+

M

4.

K

5.

E

6.

P

L
+

O

K
+

B

+

7.

F

T

Z

Y

V
N
+

G
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Math Review Worksheet: Measuring – Answer Key

𝟕

1. 9𝟖

A.

8𝟒

𝟑

N.

1𝟐

B

2𝟖

𝟓

O.

9

C.

4 𝟏𝟔

𝟕

P.

𝟕
𝟖

D.

3𝟐

𝟏

Q.

7𝟖

E.

1 𝟏𝟔

𝟏𝟓

R.

5𝟒

F.

4𝟒

𝟑

S.

4𝟖

G.

4 𝟏𝟔

𝟏𝟓

T.

2 𝟏𝟔

H.

6

U.

5𝟐

I.

3 𝟏𝟔

𝟗

V.

1

J.

5𝟖

𝟓

W.

1𝟏𝟔

K.

5

X.

6 𝟏𝟔

L.

6𝟒

𝟏

Y.

4𝟐

M.

4𝟒

𝟑

Z.

5𝟒

𝟏𝟑

2. 9 𝟏𝟔

𝟑

3. 7 𝟖

𝟏

𝟑

𝟏

𝟑

𝟑

𝟏

𝟏

𝟏𝟑
𝟏

𝟏

𝟏

4. 20 𝟒

𝟗

5. 9 𝟏𝟔

𝟗

6. 7 𝟏𝟔
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Math Review Worksheet: Area
Directions: Find the area of each drawing and enter your answers below.

1.

6.

2.

7.

3.

8.

4.

9.

5.

1.
2r = d

r2

2l + 2w
2l + 2w

a+b+c

2.

8’ 6-7/8”

l2

4l

lw
lh

½bh

3.
2’ 6-5/16”

2’ 10”
5’ 7”

6’ 2”

4.

5.
12’ 2-5/16”

4’ 2”
2’ 3-3/16”

9’ 10-1/16”
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7.

6.
10’ 8-11/16”

5’

10’
7’ 8-1/4"

8.

9.
4’ 10”
11’ 4”
11’ 11-3/16”

7’ 8”
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Math Review Worksheet: Area – Answer Key
1. 2,769.29 ft

6. 989.29 ft

2. 240.43 ft

7. 30 ft

3. 94.91 ft

8. 687.24 ft

4. 491.93 ft

9. 521.33 ft

5. 331.49 ft
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Math Review Worksheet: Square
The Pythagorean Theorem formula is a2 + b2 = c2, where ‘a’ is the altitude, ‘b’ is the base, and ‘c’ is the
hypotenuse.

Altitude
Hypotenuse

Directions: Solve these math problems using the 3-4-5 method of making
a square corner.

Right
angle

Base

1. If you have a room that is 9 ft. x 12 ft., what is the hypotenuse?

2. You walk onto a slab to layout the walls and the plans call for the structure to be 35’6” x 42’8” If you used
the longest measurements you can to apply the Pythagorean Theorem, what 3 measurements would you
use?
1.
2.
3.

3. The slab next to it is 47’2” x 75’0”. If you used the longest measurements you can to apply the Pythagorean
Theorem, what 3 measurements would you use?
1.
2.
3.

4. The slab on the corner lot is “L” shaped. The back of the house is the longest at 65’6” and the kitchen/family
room side is 44’7” with the 22’ deep garage in front of the kitchen. What measurements would you used to
get square?
1.
2.
3.
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Floor Framing Vocabulary Worksheet
1. Scale:

2. Foundation:

3. Footing/stem wall:

4. Subfloor:

5. Anchor bolts/hold downs:

6. Sill plate:

7. Joist:

8. Rim joist:
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9. Girder/beam:

10. Blocking/bridging:

11. Subfloor adhesive:

12. Sheeting:

13. Nail/screw schedule:

Extra credit:

What does OSB stand for?

What is OSB used for?
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Floor Framing-Using the Code Book Worksheet
Directions: Using the IRC for One- and Two-Family Dwellings, find the answers to the following
questions.
1. What chapter and section numbers do you find the codes governing floor framing?
Chapter

Section

2. What table shall be used to find the allowable floor joist spans for standard lumber species?

3. Floor cantilevers shall not exceed what length?
_______________________________________________

4. According to Figure R502.2, what must be done to header joists if the span is 5’ 6”?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

5. According to Table R502.3.1(1), what size Douglas Fir #2 placed at 16” o.c. would be required
for a 17’6” span?
_____________________________________________________________________________
6. According to Table R502.3.1(1), for a 20 psf dead load using Douglas Fir, list at least four size,
spacing and grade options to span 18’0”?
Size

Spacing

Grade

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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7. What table would you refer to in order to find the maximum allowable span for floor joists that
are supporting an exterior balcony? _______________________________________

8. What section would you find regulations for drilling and notching floor joists?
____________________________________________________________________________

9. What is the process you would have to go through in order to alter a floor truss?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

10. When using 16” o.c. floor joist spacing, what is the minimum thickness of floor sheathing to be
used and what table would you find the information on?

Floor sheathing thickness

Table
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Floor Framing-Using the Code Book Worksheet – Answer Key
1. Chapter 5 Section R502
2. Table R502.3.1
3. The depth of the wood floor joist
4. Doubt it
5. 2x12
6. Answers will vary depending on sizes student’s pick
7. Table R502.3.3
8. R502.8
9. Get approval from registered design professional, alterations resulting in addition of
load that exceeds the design load for truss-R.502.11.3
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How to keep a Construction Ledger Handout
History Behind the Ledger
Bookkeepers most likely emerged while society was still in the barter and trade system (pre-2000
B.C.) rather than a cash and commerce economy. Ledgers (a book that a company uses to record
information about the money it has paid and received) from these times read like narratives with dates
and descriptions of trades made or terms for services rendered.
Example - Barter and Trade Bookkeeping
▪
▪

Monday, May 12 - In exchange for three chickens, which I provided today, William Smallwood
(laborer) promised a satchel of seed when the harvest is completed in the fall.
Wednesday, May 14 - Samuel Thomson (craftsman) agreed to make one chest of drawers in
exchange for a year\'s worth of eggs. The eggs are to be delivered daily once the chest is
finished.

All these transactions were kept in individual ledgers, and if a dispute arose, they provided proof when
matters were brought before magistrates. Although tiresome, this system of detailing every agreement
was ideal because long periods of time could pass before transactions were completed.

The New and Improved Ledger - Now with Numbers As currencies became available and
tradesmen and merchants began to build material wealth, bookkeeping also evolved. Then, as now,
business sense and ability with numbers were not always found in one person, so math-phobic
merchants would employ bookkeepers to keep a record of what they owed and who owed them. Up
until the late 1400s, this information was still arranged in a narrative style with all the numbers in a
single column whether an amount paid, owed or otherwise. This is called single-entry bookkeeping and
is like what many of us do to keep track of our checkbooks.
Example - Single-Entry Bookkeeping
Date

Item Details

Amount

Monday, May 12

Bought one sack of seeds

-$48.00

Monday, May 12

Sold three chickens

+$48.00

Wednesday, May 14

Bought a chest of drawers

-$900.00

Wednesday, May 14

Sold one year\'s worth of eggs

+$900.00

It was necessary for the bookkeeper to read the description of each entry to decide whether to deduct
or add it when calculating something as simple as monthly profit or loss.
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The Mathematical Monk
Continuing in the tradition of monks doing high-level scientific and philosophical research, in the 15th
century, Italian monk Luca Pacioli revamped the common bookkeeping structure and laid the
groundwork for modern accounting. Pacioli published a textbook in 1494 that showed the benefits of a
double-entry system for bookkeeping. The idea was to list an entity's resources separately from any
claims upon those resources by other entities. In the simplest form, this meant creating a balance
sheet with debits and credits separated. This innovation made bookkeeping more efficient and provided
a clearer picture of a company's overall strength. This picture, however, was for the owner who hired
the bookkeeper only.
Example - Basic Double-Entry Bookkeeping
Debit

Credit

Debit cash

$48.00

-

Credit chickens

-

$48.00

Debit seeds

$48.00

-

Credit cash

-

$48.00

Sold eggs

Debit cash

$900.00

-

(daily delivery, for 1 year)

Credit eggs

-

$900.00

Debit furniture

$900.00

-

Credit cash

-

$900.00

Sold chickens

Bought seeds

Bought chest of drawers
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Model Home Construction Project
Each of you is going to get a ledger to use during your model home construction project. I will give you
all a substantial amount of money to place into your ‘construction accounts.’ You and your construction
company are going to build me a ‘spec.’ home. ‘Spec.’ is short for speculation. This term is used in
the business world to describe taking a financial risk in the hope of financial gain. A spec. home then
is one that is built as an investment; to sell, not to live in. The money I give you is the deposit (my
investment) that will allow you to begin construction.
1. From these funds you must purchase your building permit, materials, and the tools you will
need to complete the floor framing. All deposits and purchases must be recorded on your
ledger.
2. When you have successfully completed the first phase of the project, (the floor framing) you
can then bill me/submit for your first ‘draw.’ A draw is the construction term for payment.
3. I will then ‘pay’ you for the floor framing.
4. Then, again using the money you have in your construction account, you will purchase the
materials and tools you will need for the second phase of the project (wall framing).
5. When you have successfully completed the wall framing, you can bill me/submit for that draw.
6. This process repeats one more time, when your part of the house construction is complete.
7. When the roof is finished, you will submit for your final draw. Any monies that you have left at
the end are yours to keep; these are known as your profit. If you do not have any money left,
or are even in debt, then your company will go bankrupt.
How can your company lose money?
One of the ways your company can lose money is by someone on your crew breaking any safety rules;
glasses off in the shop, pointing the micro-pinner at someone, ‘chopping’ your framing materials with
the saw, etc., etc., your company will be fined by “OSHA.”
OSHA stands for the Occupational Safety and Health Administration. OSHA is THE authority when it
comes to jobsite safety. They make the safety rules we have to adhere to in the work world. If you
are caught in violation of OSHA rules, they have several methods at their disposal of ensuring that you
will be complying the next time they visit.
▪

These include but are not limited to fining you and your company, having criminal charges
brought against you and/or your company, they can even shut your project and your company
down. In other words, you either make sure you adhere to proper safety practices, or risk
major problems with OSHA.

▪

For the course of your scale model construction project, I will be acting (among other things) as
OSHA. If I catch you or anyone in your construction company breaking any of our shop safety
rules, you risk serious financial penalties; i.e. fines. If you get fined, where is the money going
to come from to pay the fine? (Construction Accounts) How are you going to pay me? (with a
check)

If a company runs out of money before the project is complete, we have a special term for that, –
bankruptcy. Bankruptcy means you are done, kaput, everyone losses their jobs and goes home.
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Filling in Your Ledger

There will be four accounts that we are going to use during this project.
▪
▪
▪
▪

The
The
The
The

first we will title “Investment”
second account we will title “Checking;”
third will be titled “Lumber,”
fourth will be “Permits.”

Record a $20,000 debit in your account titled “checking,” and a $20,000 credit in their account titled
“investment.”
The California State Contractor Law only allows a deposit/down payment of $1,000.00, or 10% of the
total cost of the job; whichever is less. This means that technically, the $20,000 deposit I just gave
you would be illegal if we were building a real house. Since your companies have no money to begin
with, we are going to overlook it.
Keep your ledgers in a safe place. You will be using them in a few days when we start construction of
the model floors. Your ledger sheets will be turned in at the end of the project. They will be included
in your final individual grades for the project.
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Ledger Worksheet
General Ledger

Company: ________________________

__________________________________________

Account: _______
Date

Description

Investment

Account Number ___________
Checking

Lumber

Permits
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APPLICATION FOR BUILDING PERMIT
Building Industry Technology Academy
Please TYPE or PRINT clearly in ink.

Date:
Project
Address:
Description of Work:
Total Square
Feet:
Property Owner
Name:
Property Owner
Address:

Cost of
Construction: $
Telephone
Number:

Contractor Name:

Telephone
Number:

Contractor Address:
Contractor e-Mail Address:
Contact Person:

Telephone
Number:

Contact Person E-Mail address:
Architect:

Telephone
Number:

I hereby certify that the information contained in the application and accompanying drawings or plans is correct, and that I will conform
with all applicable laws of the Building Industry Technology Academy.

Signature of Applicant:

Date:

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

APPROVALS

Permit #

Bin Number:

Zoning Site Plan Review:

Date:

Building Plan Review:

Conditional Use:
_____Yes _____ No
Notes:

Site Plan Approved:
_____Yes _____No

Authorization Form Received:
_____ Yes
_____No

Plans: ____Attached ____Rolled

____None

Date:

COP: ___NOT Required ___Required ___In-house ___Attached

Minimum Fee: $

Credit Card Receipt #:

A/P Receipt #:

Total Fee: $

Credit Card Receipt #:

A/P Receipt #:
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Floor Framing Order of Construction
Check off each step when it has been completed.
____________1. Create Bill of Materials for floor
•
•
•
•
•

Before you can build a house, you must know what and how much of the
different materials you are going to need to complete the project.
We ‘take’ the material types and quantities ‘off’ of the prints.
Once we take off all the materials information we need, we can make an
estimation of how much it will cost (materials wise) to build the structure.
These materials cost then becomes part of our ‘bid’ (how much money we will
charge to do the work) on the project.
Like everything else, it is important to be precise in your take-offs and materials
estimation.

____________2. Land for house - Lot Size
•

Label the bottom of the lot with both the company name as well as all the
employees’ names.

•

Center your house (floor print) on the lot, and layout for the sill-plates.
Remember it is 1-inch scale. 1 ft. = 1 in. meaning that for every foot of the
full-sized structure is going to equal one inch on their models.

____________3. Mudsill/Sill plate
•

Cut pieces of mudsill to length, and color them with a green keel before gluing
them down to the lot. While doing this, explain that as they plate, they need to
take the measurements for their pieces directly from the structure.

____________4. Anchor Bolts
•

Once all the sill-plate is down, take a felt tip marker, and ‘place’ anchor bolts
(represented by a dot) according to code (within 1 foot [1”] of the ends, every 6
feet [6”] on center over the length) on the mudsill.

____________5. Rim Joists
•

Next, cut and set your rim-joists. Use your prints so you know where you are
placing them. When this is complete, cut and set your beam.

____________6. Joists
• layout for the floor joists pulling 1 ¼ inches on center on the rim joists. make
sure that you pull the layout measurements from the same direction on each
‘pair’ of parallel rim joists
• Next, measure, cut, and install the floor joists. You don’t have to roll them all,
just enough in the back and front sections to get the idea. Remember you are
taking your measurements from the building itself.
____________6. Mid-span Blocking
•

Cut and install the mid-span blocking.
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____________7. Receive Floor Framing Materials
•

Your company will receive your floor framing materials, (minus the plywood; it
will be issued to your team when you pass your floor framing inspection)

____________8. Building to Code
•
•
•
•

The first code states that the ‘face grain’ of the sheeting must be installed
perpendicular to the direction of the joists. If it is installed parallel, you will fail
inspection and have to re-sheet your floor.
The second code states that the vertical seams between successive ‘courses’ of
the subflooring must be staggered by at least two bays. (the spaces between
the joists)
The third code states, we must use the right nails placed at the right spacing
when we fasten the sheeting down to the floor framing.
The nail schedule for the subflooring (6 and 12)
o Nailing Schedule - the first number is the ‘edge nailing’ number,
and it means that wherever we have material (joists, beams,
etc.,) directly under the ends and edges of our sheeting, we need
to have nails placed every six inches on center there.
o The second number is the ‘field nailing’ number, and it tells us
how far apart the nails can be spaced in the ‘field’ (face) of the
sheet into the joists below.

____________9. Building Permit
•

One permit to the president of each company. It is their responsibility to take

care of the permit, as it will need to be signed off at the proper points during the
project.

____________10. Sub-floor/sheeting Laying (remember it should be staggered and look like laying
bricks)
•
•
•
•

Sheeting must be installed perpendicular to the direction of the joists. A good
way to ensure this happens is to start the first course with a full sheet of
plywood.
The second course then starts with a half sheet of plywood.
Then the third course starts with a full sheet again, while
The fourth course starts with a half sheet. And so on, and so on. You need
to also make sure that you cut the ends of your plywood, so they land half on a
floor joist. If you don’t, and the plywood ends ‘float’ between joists, you will fail
your inspection and must sheet the floor all over again.

____________11. Finished hand in lot
•

Turn-in your model floors and building permit for final grading.
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Floor Framing Skills Rubric
A qualified carpenter…
•
•
•
•
•

Performs all tasks efficiently, with a high level of accuracy
Understands the application of theoretical principles in the workplace
Demonstrates sophisticated problem-solving skills when various problems are encountered
Can teach their peers
Maintains a safe and clean working environment

Element

Floor
Framing

4 – Advanced

3 – Proficient

2 – Basic

1 – Below Basic

The student
demonstrates a
qualified knowledge
of required technical
skills through the
following behaviors:

The student exhibits a
working knowledge of
required technical skills
through the following
behaviors:

The student exhibits
limited knowledge of
required technical
skills through the
following behaviors:

• Identifies all major
components
involved in the
framing of a floor
on a raised
foundation.
• Accurately
estimates all
materials needed
for the
construction of a
given floor
• Constructs floor
from sill plating
through subflooring while
maintaining
industry standards
• Locates and
constructs headouts
• Identifies and
implements nail
schedule
• Identifies
applicable codes
and locates them
in code book.
• Adheres to all
safety rules, and
wears appropriate
safety gear
• Correctly operates
and maintains all
equipment

• Identifies most
components involved
in the framing of a
floor on a raised
foundation
• Applies appropriate
methods of materials
estimation
• Constructs floor from
sill plating through
sub-flooring with
minimal assistance
• Identifies nail
schedule
• Identifies applicable
codes
• Adheres to all safety
rules, and wears
appropriate safety
gear
• Correctly operates
and maintains all
equipment

• Identifies some of
the components
involved in the
framing of a floor
on a raised
foundation
• Assists in the
construction of a
floor from sill
plating through
sub-flooring
• Aware of nail
schedule
• Aware of
applicable codes
• Does not adhere
to all safety rules,
and/or does not
wear all
appropriate safety
gear
• Lacks knowledge
of the proper care
and operation of
some equipment

The student exhibits
little or no
knowledge of
required technical
skills involved in the
estimation and
construction of a
floor frame.
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Floor Framing Inspection Guidelines
When inspecting, or being inspected, two criteria must be met.
1. Is the structure built to code?
2. Does the structure build to the prints?

If either of these criteria are not met at any time during the construction of any structure, then that
structure will fail inspection. Failed inspections can hurt your production schedule, budget, and
ultimately your company.
1. Does the model scale-out to be 20’ x 20’? _____________
2. Is the sill plate pressure treated? ______________
3. Are the anchor bolts spaced according to code? ______________
4. Are the floor joists placed at a scale of 16” on-center? _______________
5. Do the floor joists run the right direction when compared to the prints?
__________________
6. Are the mid-span blocks installed at mid-span? ___________________

To successfully pass inspection, the model of the construction company you are inspecting must meet
all the above codes and specifications (specs). Even if only one code or spec is not met, the model
(and the company that built it) will fail the inspection.
If you pass a model’s floor framing, you must justify your decision in writing. You must explain
how/why the model floor framing passed inspection as opposed to failed. Your report must be at least
one half of a page long, and spelling and grammar count. If these writing requirements are not met,
then all the employees of your company will be penalized by a loss of points on the assignment.
If you fail a company for a violation of any of the codes/specs listed above, you must record why they
failed, and what they must do to correct the problem(s). You must fill out a “Correction Notice” and
leave it with the company president of the model floor you are inspecting. Your construction team will
inspect the floor as a group, but writing the report is done by only one member of the company.
There will be five inspections: Two for floor framing, two for wall framing, and one for roof framing.
Every member of your company must take a turn writing at least one report during the construction
phase of this project.
Failed Inspection writing sample:

Platinum Construction Company’s edge nailing for their floor sheeting is scale 12” OC.
The floor sheeting nail schedule calls for no more than 6” OC edge nailing. Inspection failed.
To pass inspection, the company needs to increase nailing to match schedule.
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Floor Framing Inspection Grade Sheet
When you have completed framing your model floor, you must have it inspected/graded before you
can move on to the installation of the sub-floor/sheeting. The following are the criteria by which your
floor frame will be graded, including the points available for each area.
1. Does the model scale-out to be 20’x20’? This maybe different according

30 points

______

5 points

______

15 points

______

to the plan chosen.
2. Is the sill plate pressure treated?
3. Are the anchor bolts spaced according to code?
4. Are the floor joists place at a scale of 16” on-center?
5. Do the floor joists run the right direction when compared to the prints?
6. Are the mid-span blocks installed at mid-span?

Total points for floor framing

25 points
30 points
20 points

125 points

______
______
______

_____

Floor Sheeting Inspection Grade Sheet
When you have successfully passed inspection, and received a grade for your floor frame, you will be approved to
begin installing the sub-flooring/sheeting. The following are the criteria by which your sub-flooring will be graded,
including the points available for each area.
1. Is the sheeting/sub-flooring installed on the floor joists according to code?

30 points

______

2. Are the courses of sheeting/sub-flooring staggered according to code?

30 points

______

3. Is the edge and field nailing according to the schedule?

15 points

______

75 points

______

200 points

_____

Total points for sub-flooring
Total points available for floor framing and sub-flooring installation
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Floor Framing Performance Evaluation
1. What I had learned from this project …
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. Parts of the project I am most proud of …
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
3. Safety practices I have been observing…
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
4. What I have learned that I should be doing, from this point on, to ensure any other projects
have an excellent outcome.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Floor Framing Unit Final Test
Directions: Circle the correct answer to each of the following questions.
1. What part of the house have you just finished building?
a. floor
b. roof
c. door
d. wall

2. What are the five main components of a floor frame?
a. sill plate, rim joists, joists, blocking, and sub-flooring/sheeting
b. studs, headers, trimmers, plates, and shear panel
c. ridge, rafters, ceiling joists, frieze blocks, fascia, and sheeting
d. piers, plates, posts, parapets, and purloins

3. What floor frame components are installed between joists to keep them from twisting as well as
helping to distribute loads among neighboring joists?
a. sill plate
b. studs
c. blocks
d. joists
4. What size and type of nails do we typically use to fasten dimensional framing members when
assembling a floor frame?
a. 10d galvanized
b. 12 and 20 penny commons
c. 6d ring-shanks
d. 8 and 16 penny GVS
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5. What has more “holding” power?
a. an end-nail
b. a toenail
c. both have the same holding power
d. neither has the same holding power

6. What are the advantages of gluing the sub-flooring to the dimensional framing members with
sub-floor adhesive?
a. It eliminates virtually all shrinkage in the dimensional floor framing members
b. It eliminates squeaks as well as the need to use mechanical fasteners
c. It virtually eliminates squeaks, and increases floor strength by approximately 25%
d. It allows for a greater number of larger mechanical fasteners to be used
7. What is the most common joist layout/spacing?
a. 12” O.C.
b. 16” O.C.
c. 19-3/8” O.C.
d. 24” edge-to-edge
8. What is the “Crown” of a joist, and how is it installed?
a. Splits in the end of a joist resembling a “crown”, it must be cut off before installation
b. The concave face of a joist that must be installed facing up
c. A specific grain pattern in a joist that must face down when the joist is installed flat
d. It is the on-edge bow in a joist that must be installed with the convex edge facing up
9. Where in a set of plans do, we find the nailing (size and spacing) requirements for the subfloor/sheeting?
a. title page
b. elevations
c. nail schedule
d. mechanical
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10. When is it allowable for a nail head to penetrate the surface of the sub-flooring it is being used
to fasten?
a. never
b. sometimes
c. always
d. it’s up to the carpenter
11. When nailing down the sub-flooring, what do we call a nail that “misses” the framing and is
sticking out under the floor?
a. a “sinker”
b. a “shiner”
c. “miss”
d. A “bright”
12. What are the two “areas” on a sheet of sub-flooring that have specific nailing patterns assigned
to them?
a. face and field
b. end and perimeter
c. edge and field
d. front and back
13. What does the nailing schedule of 6 and 12 (6/12) mean?
a. The edge nailing is 6 inches on center, and the field nailing is 12 inches on center
b. 6 divided by 12 is .5, so you are to install a nail every .5 of a foot, or 6 inches
c. 6 penny nails are to be used on the face, and 12 penny nails are to be used on the
perimeter
d. For every 6 inches you nail horizontally, you must nail 12 inches vertically
14. Why do we use OSB in place of plywood for most residential construction applications today?
a. Because it is less expensive
b. Because it requires fewer trees to produce
c. Because in certain applications, it is virtually as strong as plywood
d. All the above
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15. When is it okay to leave bent-over/miss-driven nails in your work?
a. Never
b. Never ever
c. Never, never ever
d. All the above

16. Pythagorean Theorem:

C
3

4
Directions: Using the Pythagorean Theorem, find the value of “C”.
C = ______________

17. Find the area and perimeter of a rectangle with a width of 9.8 ft and a height of 2.7 ft.
Perimeter =__________________

Area =__________________
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Floor Framing Unit Final Test – Answer Key
1. A
2. A
3. C
4. A
5. B
6. C
7. B
8. D
9. C
10. A
11. B
12. C
13. A
14. D
15. D
16. 25
17. Perimeter-25ft and Area- 26.26 sq. ft
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Project #6: Building A Shed
Floor Framing Bill of Materials

Part
#

Description

Material

Dimensions

Footage

Quantity

Unit

Of Parts

Cost

Total Cost

(bd/ft, lin/ft,
Type

(calculate footage)

sq/ft)
=

$-

=

-

=

-

=

-

=

-

=

-

=

-

=

-

=

-

To calculate board feet with all
measurements in inches:

TxWxL
144

Total
Cost:

$-
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Project #6: Building A Shed
Lesson #2: Wall Framing (15 class periods)
Objectives
Students will be able to…
▪

Use Decimals in The Accurate Keeping of An Accounting Ledger

▪

Calculate the Amount of Material Required for A Wall Frame

▪

Use the Pythagorean Theorem to Establish/Check Layout and Framing for Square

▪

Develop A Bill-Of-Materials Using Linear Measurement, Perimeter, And Area to Estimate
Materials Quantities

▪

Calculate Material Takeoffs for Floor Frames

▪

Layout and Construct A Scale Model Wall Using Blueprints

▪

Identify the Parts of a Wall

▪

Describe How to Mark the Positions of Framing Members That Make Up Wall Openings

▪

Describe How Rough Opening Framing Members Are Dimensioned

▪

Describe the Special Framing Configurations Put in Place Where One Wall Joins Another
at Right Angles

▪

Describe How to Avoid Weakening Key Support Structures

▪

Build A Wall Frame with Window and Door Rough Opening

▪

Sheathe A Wall Frame

▪

Calculate the Correct Size for A Window Header

Standards
LS 11-12.6
RSIT 11-12.2
RLST 11-12.2
Writing 9-10.5
Geometry 5 & 8
Residential and Commercial Construction pathway D2.1, D2.2, D2.3, D3.1, D3.3, D3.5, D3.7,
D4.4, D6.2, D6.3, D6.4
Problem Solving and Critical Thinking 5.1, 5.2, 5.3
Health and Safety 6.2, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.10, 6.12
Responsibility and Leadership 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 9.2, 9.3, 9.6, 9.7
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Materials
Wall Framing Vocabulary Worksheet
Power Point Presentation
https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3A28732e3
d-f1d8-463d-a96a-cbba73d3a109
YouTube video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6vq-cOAi0Y
Wall Framing Bill of Materials
Wall Framing Grading Sheet
Wall Framing Skills Rubric
Wall Framing Order of Construction
Wall Framing using the code book worksheet
Wall framing inspection guidelines
Correction notice
Power point shear walls
https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3Aba500e7
c-07c9-48fc-9ddb-2a4c27acee8d
Shear walls worksheet
Self-Evaluation Form
Wall Framing Unit Test

Lesson Sequence
▪

Pass out the wall framing vocabulary worksheet. Have students complete their
worksheet as you review the vocabulary terms by displaying the power point
https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3A287
32e3d-f1d8-463d-a96a-cbba73d3a109

▪

Demonstrate to students how to “snap” plate and detail by showing the YouTube

video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6vq-cOAi0Y have students take notes. Answer
any questions students may have after the video.

▪

Pay students if they have successfully passed their “floor inspection.” Then have
students figure out how much money they have in their account.

▪

Pass out the Wall Framing Bill of Materials and have each team fill theirs out.

▪

Pass out the Wall Framing Grading Sheet. Review with the students and answer
any questions students may have.

▪

Pass out Wall Framing Skills Rubric and go over with students.

▪

Pass out Wall Framing Order of Construction. Review with student and answer any
questions.

▪

Model wall construction- Have your students grab a pair of safety glasses and meet you
in the shop. As your students gather around the workbench, have a couple of lumber
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packages, as well as a few prototype walls on display. Demonstrate how the model wall
is constructed by reviewing the 1st step in the Order of Construction –Marking the
layout on the floor.
▪

Complete step 2 of the order of construction using their blueprints mark out the layout
of the wall on the model’s floor.

▪

Pass out the Wall Framing Using the Code Book Worksheet. Using the code book,
review the worksheet.

▪

When the construction teams have finished, have them look over the inspection grade
sheet and wall framing inspection guidelines. A correction notice can be given if
needed.

▪

Have students’ complete walls 2 and 3. Demonstrate for the window and door
placement and top plate.

▪

Review the Power Point Shear Walls
https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3Aba5
00e7c-07c9-48fc-9ddb-2a4c27acee8d and have students complete the Shear Walls
Worksheet.

▪

Then have students work on step 7 on the order of operations-building the shear wall.

▪

When teams are finished have them look over the grading sheet and ask to have their
second inspection. A correction notice may be given.

▪

Have students fill out their Self-Evaluation Form and study for the wall framing unit
test.

▪

Pass out the Wall Framing Unit Test.

Assessment
Informal assessment throughout the whole Wall framing project
Use rubrics and project guidelines to grade student’s final projects
Use Wall Framing Unit Final to assess student learning of floor framing concepts

Accommodations/Modifications
Strategic Partner Pairing
One on One Support
Calculators
Extra Time If Needed
Additional Visuals
Check for Understanding
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Wall Framing Vocabulary Worksheet
1. Bottom plate:

2. Stud:

3. Cripple:

4. Rough sill:

5. Trimmer:

6. King stud:

7. Header:

8. Top plate:

9. Double top plate:
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10. Stud-block-stud:

11. Channel:

12. Let-in brace:

13. Fire blocks:

14. Platform framing:

15. Shear panel:
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Wall Framing Grading Sheet
When you have completed framing your model walls, you must have it inspected/graded before you
can move on. The following are the criteria by which your wall framing will be graded, including the
points available for each area.

The walls are parallel, the corners are at right angles and the dimensions
match the plans.
Were the walls mapped out on the floor before building?

30 points _______

5 points _______

Are the window and door placed accurately?

15 points _______

Is the exterior walls’ top plate doubled and then overlapped at the
corners?

25 points _______

All framing parts are accurately placed (i.e. king studs, top plates, etc.)

30 points _______

Has the shear wall been nailed in a staggered pattern?

20 points _______

Total points for floor framing

125 points _______
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Wall Framing Skills Rubric
A qualified carpenter…
•
•
•
•
•

Performs all tasks efficiently, with a high level of accuracy
Understands the application of theoretical principles in the workplace
Demonstrates sophisticated problem-solving skills when various problems are encountered
Can teach their peers
Maintains a safe and clean working environment

Element

Floor
Framing

4 – Advanced

3 – Proficient

2 – Basic

1 – Below Basic

The student
demonstrates a
qualified knowledge
of required technical
skills through the
following behaviors:

The student exhibits a
working knowledge of
required technical skills
through the following
behaviors:

The student exhibits
limited knowledge of
required technical
skills through the
following behaviors:

• Identifies all major
components
involved in the
framing of a floor
on a raised
foundation.
• Accurately
estimates all
materials needed
for the
construction of a
given floor
• Constructs floor
from sill plating
through subflooring while
maintaining
industry standards
• Locates and
constructs headouts
• Identifies and
implements nail
schedule
• Identifies
applicable codes
and locates them
in code book.
• Adheres to all
safety rules, and
wears appropriate
safety gear
• Correctly operates
and maintains all
equipment

• Identifies most
components involved
in the framing of a
floor on a raised
foundation
• Applies appropriate
methods of materials
estimation
• Constructs floor from
sill plating through
sub-flooring with
minimal assistance
• Identifies nail
schedule
• Identifies applicable
codes
• Adheres to all safety
rules, and wears
appropriate safety
gear
• Correctly operates
and maintains all
equipment

• Identifies some of
the components
involved in the
framing of a floor
on a raised
foundation
• Assists in the
construction of a
floor from sill
plating through
sub-flooring
• Aware of nail
schedule
• Aware of
applicable codes
• Does not adhere
to all safety rules,
and/or does not
wear all
appropriate safety
gear
• Lacks knowledge
of the proper care
and operation of
some equipment

The student exhibits
little or no
knowledge of
required technical
skills involved in the
estimation and
construction of a
floor frame.
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Wall Framing Order of Construction
Wall framing always looks simple and straightforward, but a mistake here - a wall that's too short or a
window opening slightly too small - wastes lots of time and effort later.
In order to make efficient use of your companies’ “manpower” you will need to have people or pairs
working on different components of the wall frame simultaneously.
For example:


One pair could be laying out the wall lines, plating, and detailing,



Someone else is building all the outside corners and channels.



Another group or individual could be cutting the door and window ‘packages’ (headers,
trimmers, rough sills, and cripples). Just make sure that the person or persons cutting the door
and window packages labels every member with the symbol for the door or window they
belong to as recorded on the prints. Otherwise, your team is going to waste a lot of time trying
to figure out which cripple goes to what window, etc.

Wood Materials Bundle
Each company will receive a wood materials bundle containing a 1x12x4’ piece of pine planed to 1/2”
thick and ripped 28 times at 3/16. This will provide all the 2x material needed by one company. (1)
30” strip of 1/2 x 1/2 pine will cover one company’s header needs.

Wood Cut List
1. (12) 2x4x20 [3/16 x 1/2 x20”] Plating
2. (132) 2x4x8 [3/16 x 1/2 x 8”] Studs, Outside Corners (Stud-Block-Stud), Channels, Trimmers,
Rough Sills, Cripples, Fire-Blocking
3. (3) 4x4x10’ [1/2 x 1/2 x10”] Headers

You will need to cut your wood to the desired length as stated in your blueprints.
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Check off each step when it has been completed.
________1. Create Bill of Materials for walls
________2. Mark the layout on the floor
•

Eliminate mistakes by chalking a full-size map of your walls directly on the floor.

•

Begin by measuring in ½ inch at each corner in both directions.

•

Then take a framing square and connect the marks with a straight line. These lines are
called “control lines,” and we use them to ensure that the walls are straight

•

Mark the location of interior walls as well and snap chalk lines on both sides of interior
wall locations to ensure correct plate positions.

•

Beginning at one end of the house, install all your through-wall plating. Remind your
students that through walls go from corner to corner. There will be three throughwalls. (through walls go from corner to corner) There will be three through-walls.

•

Then measure and cut a top and bottom plate for each. Double-check lengths by
setting the plates in their exact position. Tack the plates to one another and the floor
with three to four micro-pins.

•

Next, install the butt-wall plating. Use a corner marker or square to mark the
locations where the butt walls hit the through walls. This is where the stud layout
starts. Remember when possible, we always want to have both ends of our walls
‘match.’

•

Double-check all your layout lines to make sure the walls are parallel; the corners are
at right angles and the dimensions match the plans.

________3. Windows and doors first
•

Find the center of each window and door opening.

•

Then divide the “rough opening” (given on your plan) by two and measure out to the
left and right of the center mark.

•

Write a “T” to the outside of both marks to indicate trimmer locations. Measure over
1-1/2 in. and draw another line.

•

Next, measure out 3/16 of an inch from the trimmer layout line, and draw another
line. Mark this with a “K” for “King” stud.

•

Mark an “X” outside these marks for the full-height king studs.

•

After you have laid out all the doors and windows on your two demonstration walls,
you can begin laying out for studs and corners.
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________4. Transfer layout marks
•

Set the plates side by side and transfer the marks from the top plate to the bottom
plate using a square.

•

Tack the pairs of plates together after marking them so they don't get separated and
mixed with other plates.

•

Then set them aside until you're ready to build that wall.

•

Be sure to mark any and all outside corners and channels as you go.

•

When layout is complete, pull one wall at a time up and frame them. Spreading the
plates approximately eight inches apart, fill in between with studs on the layout lines.

•

Be sure not to place studs in between the king studs of a rough opening. Install studs
up to either side of the king studs, and that’s it.

•

Keep fingers no closer than three quarters of an inch to the joint between the stud
and the plate, you may get ‘hit’ by a pin that ‘strays’ (comes out of the wood).

________5. Headers and cripples
•

In wall plans that have openings with cripples above the header, cut and nail together
the king studs and trimmers first.

•

After the headers are cut, lay them against the plate between their kings, and transfer
layout to them. Referring to your door and window cut list for the measurements,

•

Measure and cut the top cripples you will need. It seems easiest when working with
these small-scale cripples to install them first to the plate by through nailing them on
layout.

•

On the header, put a dab of glue on each layout mark, and butt the header up against
the bottom of the cripples. Install by thru nailing the header to the kings (two pins is
plenty) and toe nail the cripples to the header with a single micro-pin.

•

Next, assemble your stud-block-stud outside corners, and your three stud channels.

•

Once these are complete, install them.

•

Next, install the blocking off the corners, and openings.

•

Install the blocks at about the middle of the wall, and you should ‘stagger’ them (one
above the line, one below the line, repeat) so you can thru-nail them (try to avoid
having to toenail as much as possible, as it really does not work well on the models).

•

After the blocks are in, go ahead and cut and install the trimmers, along with any
necessary rough sills and bottom cripples. Refer to your door and window cut list for
these measurements. Remember that you can check their calculated measurements
against the physical walls you have framed and make any necessary adjustments.
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________6. Top plates
•

Once the rough openings are complete, you can install the double top (‘cap’) plate.
Make sure that you need to break the top plate over channels to allow for the ‘ear’ of
the butt wall that attaches to it to lap over and tie-in.

•

At the ends, if you have a through wall, you need to cut the plate back to allow for the
ear of the intersecting butt wall to lap and tie-in. If the end is a butt, then you need
to leave a ½ inch ear hang over so that it can lap over the through wall end, and tiein.

________7. Shear wall
•

If the wall you are framing is to be shear paneled, it is easiest to square the wall up
while lying down and attaching the shear to it. (pull the diagonals to establish square)

•

Put a few dabs of glue where the shear is to go, and then tack it in place with a few
pins.

•

Stiffness in shear walls is also a function of nailing. The closer the nails are spaced on
the edge of the plywood, the stiffer the shear wall.

•

Recheck the wall for square, and if it is still good, nail the shear panel off with enough
pins to hold it in a staggered pattern (12- 24 will usually do it depending on warp).

•

Then position and nail them to the plates.

•

Set the header on the trimmers and nail through the king studs to hold it in place.

•

Then measure and nail the cripples into place.

________8. Plumb and line the walls
•

After all the walls are framed, stood, and tied-off (nailed together) we can plumb and
line them. Plumb and line ensures that as we frame either the next floor or roof on top
of the walls, that they are vertically true and straight.
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Wall Framing Using the Code Book Worksheet
Directions: Using the IRC for One- and Two-Family Dwellings, find the answers to the following
questions:
1. What chapter and section numbers do you find the codes governing wall framing?
chapter: ___________

section numbers: _________

2. What are the 3 minimum stud grades that can be used to frame a wall?
a. ____________________

b. ____________________

c. ____________________

3. How far apart (in feet) must joints in the top plates be?
a. _____________________
4. Under what section number will you find the code addressing the bottom or sole plate?
a. ____________________
5. According to Table R602.3(1) what size nails and how many of those nails must be used to end
nail studs to the top and bottom plate?
quantity: ___________________

size: ___________________

6. Using the appropriate tables in section 602.3(5) find the maximum on-center spacing of 2x4
studs when supporting one floor, roof, and ceiling. Please state your answer in inches.
a. ____________________
7. According to Figure R602.3(1), what section will you find the provisions for drilling and notching
studs?
a. ____________________
8. According to Figure R602.3(1), what do we call a wall that carries a load from above?
a. ____________________
9. According to Table R602.3.1, what is the maximum allowed height of a 2x6 stud when spaced
at 16” OC and supporting only a roof? (state you answer in feet).
a. ____________________
10. Using the figures R602.6(1) and (2), what percentage of a stud’s width can be bored out to
allow for plumbing, electrical, etc.?
a. ____________________
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Wall Framing Using the Code Book Worksheet – Answer Key
1. Chapter 6 Section R602
2. No. 3; standard; stud grade lumber
3. No less than 24 inches
4. R602.3.4
5. 4-5 d box; 2 ½” X 0.113”
6. 24 inches
7. R 502.8
8. Typical wall
9. 20 feet
10. 40%
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Wall Framing Inspection Guidelines
When inspecting, or being inspected, two criteria must be met.
1.

Is the structure built to code?

2.

Does the structure build to the prints?

If either of these criteria are not met at any time during the construction of any structure, then that
structure will fail inspection. Failed inspections can hurt your production schedule, budget, and
ultimately your company.
1. Are the corners all at right angles and the dimensions match the plans? _____________
2. Was the wall mapped out on the floor before building? ______________
3. If there are windows and doors are, they placed accurately? ______________
4. Are the exterior walls’ top plates doubled and then overlapped at the corners? _________
5. All framing parts are accurately placed (i.e. king studs, top plates, etc.) _____________
6. Has the shear wall been nailed in a staggered pattern? _________________

To successfully pass inspection, the model of the construction company you are inspecting must meet
all the above codes and specifications (specs). Even if only one code or spec is not met, the model
(and the company that built it) will fail the inspection.

If you pass a model’s wall framing, you must justify your decision in writing. You must explain
how/why the model wall framing passed inspection as opposed to failed. Your report must be at least
one half of a page long, and spelling and grammar count. If these writing requirements are not met,
then all the employees of your company will be penalized by a loss of points on the assignment.

If you fail a company for a violation of any of the codes/specs listed above, you must record why they
failed, and what they must do to correct the problem(s). You must fill out a “Correction Notice” and
leave it with the company president of the model wall you are inspecting. Your construction team will
inspect the wall as a group, but writing the report is done by only one member of the company.

There will be five inspections: (2) for floor framing, (2) for wall framing, and (1) for roof framing.

Every member of your company must take a turn writing at least one report during the construction
phase of this project.
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INSPECTION CORRECTION NOTICE
Building Industry Technology Academy
Job
Address:
Type of
Inspection:

Date:
Permit
Number:

Please make the following corrections:

Special Instructions:
___Make corrections and call for re-inspection
___OK to proceed
___Other
Inspector:

Page ____ of ____
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Shear Walls Worksheet
The requirement for bracing conventional wood frame dwellings is not new. For years, homes have
been successfully braced using a variety of techniques, even before the first building codes in the
United States required it. Conventional wood frame dwellings must be adequately braced to resist
lateral (racking) forces due to wind and earthquakes. To achieve this structural safety objective,
several wall bracing options and requirements are offered prescriptively in the 2009 International
Residential Code IRC Section R602.10, Wall Bracing.
2305.1 General. Structures using wood-frame shear walls or wood- frame diaphragms to
resist wind, seismic or other lateral loads shall be designed and constructed in accordance
with AF&PA SDPWS and the applicable provisions of Sections 2305, 2306 and 2307.
What are shear walls?
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Where should shear walls be located?
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

What types of forces do shear walls resist?
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
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What are the functions of a sheer wall?
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

How do shear walls provide strength?
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

How do shear walls work?
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
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Self-Evaluation Form
1. What I had learned from this project …
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
2. Parts of the project I am most proud of …
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
3. Safety practices I have been observing…
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
4. What I have learned that I should be doing, from this point on, to ensure any other projects
have an excellent outcome.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Wall Framing Unit Test
Directions: Identify the numbered wall components.

8.

9.

7.

10.

7.

7.
6.

Rough
Opening

5.

5.

4.
Rough
Opening

3.

2.

Partition wall assembly

1.

6.

2.

7.

3.

8.

4.

9.

5.

10.

1.

11. What is the main vertical member of a wall?
A. Stud

B. Plate

C. Spacer

D. Trimmer

12. What member of a wall holds up the header?
A. Stud

B. Plate

C. Spacer

D. Trimmer stud
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13. What is the member of a wall that goes directly over the opening for a window or door?
A. Footer

B. Header

C. Stud

D. Trimmer

14. What is the name of the member of a wall that goes directly next to the trimmer stud?
A. Jack stud

B. Cripple stud

C. King stud

D. John stud

15. What is the lowest horizontal member of a wall?
A. Bottom Plate

B. Double Plate

C. Stud

D. Header

16. What is the uppermost horizontal member of a wall?
A. Double plate

B. Top plate

C. Sill plate

D. Upper plate

17. What horizontal member of a wall forms the bottom of the window opening?
A. Rough seal

B. Rough plate

C. Rough stud

D. Rough sill

18. What is the vertical member of a wall that is shorter than a common stud and either goes
between the header and the top plate or between the sill and the bottom plate?
A. Trimmer stud

B. Cripple stud

C. Unique stud

D. King stud

19. What horizontal member of the wall lays directly below the double plate and has studs nailed to
it?
A. Lower plate

B. Sill plate

C. Cripple plate

D. Top plate

20. What is the plywood layer called that lays directly between the floor joists and the bottom
plate?
A. Floor

B. Subfloor

C. Top floor

D. Quarter floor
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Basic Stud Frame Construction

Directions: Fill in the blanks.
21. Stud framing has a ___________ plate (sole plate) which is connected to the
_______________.
22. Placing an “X” on one side of both the _____________ plate and _____________ plate,
indicates that they go together.
23. In choosing a top and bottom plate, lay the boards side-by-side to ensure they are equal in
___________________.
24. Two common distances in measuring are __________ inch centers and __________ inch
centers.
25. When installing cripples in corners, nail the cripple __________ with the stud at then ________.
26. Wall structures are built _______ and then stood in place.
27. The ____________ ___________ of a standard door is six-foot 10 inch to six-foot 10 inch.
28. A ___________ is placed at the top of the door opening with a ____________ between two
boards.
29. When framing a door, _____________ should be placed where __________ should be.
30. When a top plate is spliced, it is spliced directly _________ a stud. S T
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Wall Framing Unit Test – Answer Key
1. Sole plate, bottom plate
2. Cripple stud
3. Common stud
4. Rough sill
5. Trimmer stud
6. King stud
7. Header
8. Double top plate
9. Top plate
10. Cripple stud
11. A
12. D
13. B
14. C
15. A
16. A
17. D
18. B
19. D
20. B
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Wall Framing Bill of Materials

Part
#

Description

Material

Dimensions

Footage

Quantity

Unit

Of Parts

Cost

Total Cost

(bd/ft, lin/ft,
Type

(calculate footage)

sq/ft)
=

$-

=

-

=

-

=

-

=

-

=

-

=

-

=

-

=

-

To calculate board feet with all
measurements in inches:

TxWxL
144

Total
Cost:

$-
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Project #6: Building A Shed
Lesson #3: Roof Framing (20 class periods)
Objectives
Students will be able to…


List and describe various types of roofs



Identify the parts of a common rafter



Understand how pitch and slope affect the installation of various roofing materials



Layout and cut and install common rafters, cut and install ridge board



Frame gable ends



Build a scale model of a truss



Layout a rafter either using the step-off method or rafter tables and cut it accurately



Use basic geometry (Pythagorean theorem) to calculate rafter lengths



Use a framing square, speed square, and rafter tables to order to layout a common
rafter



Describe compression and tension forces on roof frame



Assess roof framing adherence to code, cleanliness, and accuracy (compared to the
prints and to scale)

Standards
LS 11-12.6
RSIT 11-12.2
RLST 11-12.2
Writing 9-10.5
Geometry 5 & 8
Residential and Commercial Construction Pathway- D2.1, D2.2, D2.3, D3.1, D3.3, D3.5,
D3.6, D3.7, D6.10, D6.11, D6.12, D6.13
Problem Solving and Critical Thinking 5.1, 5.2, 5.3
Health and Safety 6.2, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.10, 6.12
Responsibility and Leadership 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 9.2, 9.3, 9.6, 9.7
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Materials
Roof Types Power Point Presentation
https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3Aea19c11
6-578d-48b3-9ecb-8f44725b2fad
Roof Types Worksheet
Roof Type Picture Worksheet
Roof Framing Vocabulary Worksheet
Roof Framing Vocabulary PowerPoint
https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3A2d99e27
c-a65a-40fa-88d3-52097c949e85
Parts of a Roof Worksheet
Roofing and Right Triangles Worksheet
Determine a Roof Pitch Handout
Laying out Common Rafters with a Square Handout
Using the Code Book: Roofing
Roof Framing Bill of Materials
Shed Prints
Roof Framing Order of Construction
Roof inspection grade sheet
Roof framing inspection guidelines
Correction Notice
Self-evaluation Form
Roof Framing Unit Final Test

Lesson Sequence


Using the R oof Types P ow er P oint introduce to students the different types of roofs.
Have them fill in their R oof Types W orksheet.



Using their roof types worksheet, have students identify the picture that corresponds
with the roof type on the roof type picture w orksheet.



Pass out the R oof Fram ing Vocabulary W orksheet , and have students fill in the
worksheet and you review the R oof Fram ing Vocabulary P ow er P oint
P resentation . Answer any questions students may have.



Review the P arts of a R oof W orksheet as a class. Answer any questions students
may have.



Complete the R oofing and R ight Triangles W orksheet together as a class.



Pass out the Determ ine a R oof P itch and Laying out Com m on R afters w ith a
Square Handout . Go over these together as a class. Have students highlight
important information and answer any questions students have as you review them.
Check for understanding through questioning.
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Pass out the Using the Code Book: R oofing w orksheet and have students work on
this in teams. Then review together as a class. Answer any questions as needed.



Model Roof Framing-In the shop show you all how the roof materials are going to be
cut and assembled. As your students gather around the workbench, have a couple of
roof lumber packages, as well as a prototype roof on display. You should have a model
ready to be stacked, with several pre-cut rafters and frieze blocks prepared. Take one
of the lumber bundles and explain that tomorrow, each construction company will
receive their next draw. They will then purchase their roof framing lumber and begin
their roofs. Say: today I am going to demonstrate how to layout, cut, and stack a
conventionally framed roof.



Have students fill out their accountant ledgers and get paid if they have a successful
inspection.



Pass out Roof Framing Bill of M aterials . Also pass out the Shed P rints so students
can create their list of materials.



Pass out and review the R oof Fram ing Order of Construction . Have students begin
building once they have their materials. When teams finish, instruct students to look
over their I nspection Grade Sheet and R oof Fram ing Guidelines . Students may
receive a Correction Notice if needed.



Have students complete the Self-Evaluation Form and review for the R oof Fram ing



Pass out the R oof Fram ing Unit Final Test.

Unit Final Test.

Assessment
Informal assessment throughout the whole Wall framing project
Use rubrics and project guidelines to grade student’s final projects
Use Wall Framing Unit Final to assess student learning of floor framing concepts

Accommodations/Modifications
Strategic Partner Pairing
One on One Support
Calculators
Extra Time If Needed
Additional Visuals
Check for Understanding
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Roof Types Worksheet
Describe each roof either through our class discussions or on the Internet.
1. Flat:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

2. Shed:
_______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
3. Gable:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
4. A-Frame:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
5. Hip:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
6. Clerestory (Half Monitor):
_______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
7. Gambrel:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
8. Gable and Valley:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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9. Hip and Valley:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
10. Mansard:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
11. Butterfly:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
12. Dutch Hip:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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Roof Types Picture Worksheet
Directions: Fill in name of roof type online below drawing as you watch the PowerPoint Basic
Roof Types.

1. __________________________

2. _________________________

3. ______________________

4. _______________________

5. ____________________

6. ______________________

7. _______________________

8. ______________________

9. _______________________

10. _______________________

11. _____________________

12. ______________________
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Roof Types Picture Worksheet – Answer Key
1. Shed
2. Hip and valley
3. Mansard
4. Flat
5. Gambrel
6. Butterfly
7. Hip
8. Gable
9. Half monitor or clerestory
10. Gable and valley
11. Dutch hip
12. A-frame
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Roof Framing Vocabulary Worksheet
Fill in as you watch the PowerPoint Roof Framing Terms.
1. Conventional stack:

2. Truss:

3. Gable roof:

4. Hip roof:

5. Rafter:

6. Ridge:

7. Bird mouth:
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8. Plumb cut:

9. Tail:

10. Ceiling joist / collar tie:

11. Pitch/slope:

12. Chord:

13. Run:

14. Web:

15. Gusset/gang nail plots:
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16. Fink truss:

17. Scissors truss:

18. Gable truss:

19. Gable stud:

20. Frieze Block:

21. Purlin:

22. Sway Brace:

23. Span:
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Roof Framing Vocabulary Worksheet – Answer Key
1.

Conventional stack: Uses rafters, ceiling joists and ridge. One of two types of roof
framing used in residential construction.

2.

Truss: a structure comprising one or more triangular units constructed with straight
slender members whose ends are connected at joints referred to as nodes.

3.

Gable roof: Water flows in two directions from a ridge (think Snoopy doghouse.) One
of two of the most popular type of roofs in Southern California.

4.

Hip roof: Water flows in four directions (think pyramid.) The other of the two most
popular types of roofs in Southern California.

5.

Rafter: Roof framing equivalent to the stud, primary load-bearing member of a
conventionally stacked roof (the sloped portion.)

6.

Ridge: Horizontal framing member that forms the peak of a roof. We nail the top end
of the rafters to it. Ties the top of the rafters together.

7.

Bird’s Mouth: The notch in the bottom of the rafters so they will sit on the double top
plate.

8.

Plumb cut: Any cut on a rafter that will be plumb when the rafter is installed.

9.

Tail: The end of a rafter that extends beyond the seat-cut. It makes up the eave, or
overhang of the roof.

10.

Ceiling joist / collar tie: Are ways we create triangulation (thus greater strength) in
conventionally stacked roofs. Ties the bottom of the rafters together.

11.

Pitch/slope: Roof pitch or slope is the angle of the roof surface above the "flat" or
horizontal plane. Roofers express roof slope as "rise" or "pitch", measured in inches
of vertical rise per foot of horizontal distance or "run".

12.

Run: vertical rise per foot of horizontal distance or "run".

13.

Chord: Top and bottom members of a truss.

14.

Web: Webs are the internal components of trusses. Webs typically run from the top
chord to the bottom chord. They may be vertical or at an angle to the vertical.

15.

Gusset/gang nail plates: A panel or bracket of wood or metal fastened to the
intersections of members or at corners to provide strength and stiffness.

16.

Fink truss: One of two most commonly used truss shapes in residential construction.
interior supports (web) are in a pattern that looks like the letter "W". Some know it
as a "W truss". The web makes up a “W”.
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17.

Scissors truss: Sloped top and bottom chords resulting in vaulted (angle) ceilings in
residential homes. Provides that extra ceiling height, and makes rooms look and
feel bigger.

18.

Gable truss: Two roof surfaces of equal pitch meeting at a ridge along the middle of
the building.

19.

Gable stud: A framing stud that connects the gable end top plate and a rafter directly
above the top plate.

20.

Frieze Block: A space block between each rafter or truss at the double top plate.
Closes off the open space into the attic. Must be nailed to the double top plate.

21.

Purlin: A support beam for rafters, it shortens the span of the rafters. It is supported
by braces off an interior bearing wall. Maximum brace angle of 45o.

22.

Sway Brace: A brace set at about a 45o angle that is attached at the double top plate
and the ridge. It locks the ridge in place to restrict side to side movement.

23. Span: The entire horizontal distance across that a roof cover.
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Parts of a Roof
Directions: Write the component name on the corresponding line.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6
7.
8
9.
10.

11.

1.

7.

2.

8.

3.

9.

4.

10.

5.

11.

6.
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Parts of a Roof – Answer Key
1. Ridge board
2. Collar tie
3. Look-out/outrigger
4. Rafter
5. Frieze block
6. Top plates
7. Fascia
8. Eave
9. Shear panel
10. Wall framing
11. Ceiling joists
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Roofing and Right Triangles

C
D
12

B
5

A

34’ – 6’’
38’ -0’’

1. What is the length of the hypotenuse of the right triangle formed by the roof slop?

2. How many units of run are there?

3. How long is the hypotenuse formed by the roof?

4. What is the area of one side of the roof?

5. Determine the number of roofing squares needed to cover the complete roof, adding
10% for waste?
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Determine a Roof Pitch Handout
Roof pitch is determined by finding the amount of rise per foot run. If you are framing a new
home, garage, shed, or similar building the pitch of the roof can be obtained by looking on the
plans. It is represented by a triangular shaped drawing and expressed in inches, 4/12, 5/12,
etc. the higher the number the steeper the pitch or angle of incline.
When building an addition, it is often necessary to tie the new roof into an existing one. In
order to tie the two together the existing pitch must be known.
Find Existing Roof Pitch
1. The easiest way is to use a tool called a pitch finder that
can be placed on top of the roof, on gable end soffit, or
in the attic under a rafter to find the pitch. This is a
special tool and can also be used to find level, plumb, or
any angle in between.
2. Another method is to use a level and framing square
from on top of the roof.


Place a framing square on the uphill side of the roof
with the body level and the tongue facing up.



Place a carpenter’s level in the plumb position against the roof and the tongue of the
square.



Keeping the level tight to the roof surface, the tongue of the framing square, and the
body of the square tight to the roof move the square and level around until the level
reads plumb.



Make a pencil mark where the heel of the framing square meets the level and measure
this distance. Divide the measurement in two, the answer is the pitch.

3. You can also use a level from under the soffit on a gable end to find the pitch. This
technique also works well for figuring the angle cuts on siding.


On a ladder and under the soffit make a level mark from the soffit towards the center of
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the gable.


Measure 12" from the soffit along this line and make a mark.



Plumb up from the 12" mark until you run into the soffit again and measure this
distance, this is the pitch of the roof.

4. The pitch can also be determined from inside the attic provided the common rafters are 2 X
8 or larger with the use of a level and speed square.


From inside the attic make a plumb line on the side of one of the common rafters.



Align a speed square along this plumb mark and read the pitch along the common
rafter scale.

Roof Pitch Chart
Use this pitch chart to give you an idea how steep a roof is when someone says the pitch of
the roof is 4/12 or whatever it is.

Tips on Roof Pitches
There are several factors to consider when deciding upon a pitch for a new roof such as
geographical location, aesthetics, and cost. In general, the steeper the roof the more it will
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cost to build and maintain, but the roofing material will last longer before needing
replacement.
Low Pitched Roofs
Are so called when the pitch is
below 3 1/2. Though easier to
work on and cheaper to
construct asphalt shingles should
not be used on lower pitched
roofs. They require special
roofing materials and will need
routine maintenance more often.

Medium Pitched Roofs
This pitch range is between 3 1/2 and 7 1/2 and makes up the bulk of most new roofs in
America. A pitch of 4 to 6 is the pitch I would recommend to anyone building a garage, shed,
or similar building. These roofs can be walked safely by an average person and require no
special equipment.
Steep Pitched Roofs
Are anything above a 7 1/2 and require special equipment to keep roofer's and material from
sliding off but will last longer than lower roof pitches.
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Laying out Common Rafters with a Square
Three Different Methods of Laying Out Common Rafters with A Square
Roof Rafter Layout run time 10:50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_xbIqwQf3JI
1. Stepping Off Common Rafters with a Framing Square

Scenario: You pull up to the job site at 6:40 AM knowing that your
first task of the day is to cut the common rafters for a 24' garage.
 Step 1: Determine the span of the common rafters. Measure the
overall width of the building, for this example it shall be 24 feet.
 Step 2: Find the run of the common rafter. For a simple gable roof this is half the overall
width of the building. In this case to determine the run divide 24' divided by 2 = 12'.
 Step 3: Determine pitch of roof. In this example it will be a 6/12.This pitch means there
will be 6 inches of rise for every 12 inches of run.
 Step 4: All actions performed with the framing square should be along the top edge of
rafter so place material accordingly. Begin by placing the square at the top edge of rafter
with the tongue (skinny part) on 6" and the body (fat part) on 12", draw your plumb cut
(where rafter rests against the ridge board) also mark where body section intersects the
material.
Now move the framing square down the common rafter and line up tongue with previous
body mark. Since the run of the rafter is 12' this action will be repeated 12 times. After you
have verified repeating this step 12 times mark out another plumb cut line on the 12th
body mark. This line represents the outside edge of the building and plumb cut of the
bird’s mouth.
Next, I like to add the tail or overhang of the building. Now mark out your seat or level cut
of the bird’s mouth. The last step is to take off half the thickness of the ridge board, by
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returning to the top plumb cut and shortening it. If you are using a 1 1/2" thick ridge board
this would be 3/4".

Synopsis: Determine span, determine run, determine pitch, layout rafter, cut, and test.

2. Framing Square with Regular Calculator
This method of laying out common rafters is much faster, more accurate, and easier than
stepping them off with a framing square. The basic steps for laying out the rafter are still the
same only you do not have to step off the square a dozen times.
 Step 1: Determine span of common rafters. 24'
 Step 2: Determine run of common rafters. 24' divided by 2 = 12'
 Step 3: Determine length of common rafters per foot run. This can be found on the left
side body of the framing square. What you are looking for is a table on the square like the
one below. This is an abbreviated version of what is on the square
12

11

10

9

8

7

6

16.97

16.28

15.62

15

14.42

13.89

13.42

20.78

20.22

19.70

19.21

18.76

18.36

18

Diff Length of Jacks 16" Centers

22 5/8

21 11/16

20 13/16

20

19 1/4

18 1/2

17 7/8

Diff Length of Jacks 24" Centers

33 15/16

32 9/16

31 1/4

30

28 7/8

27 13/16

26 13/16

Pitch in Inches
Length Common Rafters Per
Foot Run
Length Hip or Valley Rafters Per
Foot Run

Since this roof has a 6/12 pitch if you look under the number 6 on the top row you should find
the number 13.42". The .42 portion is in fractions of an inch and will need to be converted
over to feet and inches later.
 Step 4: Determine length of rafter. This step is accomplished by taking the span times the
length per foot run. In this example the formula is 12 x 13.42 = 161.04" So the length of
our rafter is 161.04 inches.
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 Step 5: Convert decimal point to fraction of an inch. In this case the .04 inch is of no
importance since it is such a minute amount, after all .125 is only 1/8". In the real world
you will seldom get this lucky so I will give you an example of how to convert decimal
points to fractions of an inch. If you have a decimal point of .625, enter .625 into your
calculator and times it by 8 or .625 x 8 = 5 which is 5/8" since you multiplied it by 8. If
you multiply by 16 the answer would be in 16's of an inch.

 Step 6: Layout rafter. As before beginning by placing framing square on top of rafter,
tongue on 6", body on 12", and mark your top plumb cut. From the top edge of this mark
measure along the top edge of rafter 161 inches (13' 5") and make another pencil mark.
Place the framing square on this mark as before and draw another plumb cut line. This line
represents the outside of the building, add tail cut as needed. Next step is to mark seat cut
for birds’ mouth, then shorten top plumb cut by half the thickness of ridge board.

Synopsis: Determine span, determine run, determine pitch, determine length, layout rafter,
cut, and test.

3. Framing Square and Construction Master
This method is by far the fastest, easiest, and most accurate of these three methods of
marking and cutting common rafters. Anyone who does this kind of carpentry work really
should learn how to use a Construction Master calculator.
 Step 1: Determine overall span of rafters.
 Step 2: Determine run of rafters.
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 Step 3: Determine length of rafter.
 Step 4: Layout rafter.

All four of these steps are much easier with a construction calculator. All you really need to
know is the span and pitch to cut the common rafters. After just a few times of doing it this
way you should be comfortable with the calculator.
Armed with the information of 12' span and 6/12 pitch, here is how I would go about figuring
the length of the common rafter. Using a Construction Master calculator, I would enter 24'
minus 1" 1/2 divided by 2= run 11'11" 1/4 then 6" pitch then diag. 13'4" 3/16.
The length of the common rafter from the outside wall to the ridge board is 13'4" 3/16,
however there is so much more information available just from entering the run and pitch
factors.
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Using the Code Book: Roofing
Directions: Using the IRC for One- and Two-Family Dwellings, find the answers to the
following questions:
1. What chapter and page does roof ceiling construction begin?
Chapter: _________

Page: _________

2. What is the minimum lap between ceiling joist ends?
_________
3. Under what section number do we find the code governing wood truss design?
_________
4. Using Table R802.4(1) on page 246 what is the maximum allowable span for 1-2x6
Douglas-fir /Larch ceiling joists placed at 16” on center?
_________
5. Determine the maximum allowable span for a Douglas-fir/Larch select structural
2x10 placed at 24” on center that carries a dead load of 20 psf.
_________
6. Write out the first sentence of section R802.10.4 Alterations to trusses :
_________
7. According to figure R802.5.1, what is the minimum angle and spacing for 2x4 purlin
support braces?
_________
8. What is the table number where we find the minimum net thickness of a given sheet
of plywood for a given rafter or beam spacing?
_________
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Using the Code Book: Roofing – Answer Key
1. Chapter 8 page 417
2. 3 inches
3. R 802.10.1
4. 16-4 feet
5. 20-7 feet
6. Truss members shall not be cut, notched, drilled, spliced or otherwise altered in any
way.
7. 180 degrees
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Roof Framing Order of Construction
___________ 1. Print Reading - Layout
•

Begin by pulling layout down both walls parallel to the ridge of the long roof section. Start at
the ‘front’ of the house and pull to the ‘back’ of the house. (Change the other layouts to
conform) Rafters are marked with an “R,” every 1 5/16 inch and go, while the ceiling joists are
marked on the other side of the same line (and back) with a “J.”

•

Once layout is marked across the entire length of the walls, take the beam, and position it
parallel to the wall on the right, with one end flush to the back-right corner of the wall.
Transfer layout from the wall onto the beam.

•

Install the beam as per the plans with some glue and a few toe-nailed pins.

•

Next layout the short section of walls, pulling layout from left to right. As with the long section,
the rafter “R,” is marked to the ‘go’ side of the line, while the ceiling joist “C” is marked ‘back.’

___________ 2. Install Ceiling Joists
•

Once layout is complete, you can begin to install the ceiling joists with a dab of white glue, and
a toe-nailed pin at the end of the joist. Note: the # joists that butt into the beam will have to
have 5/16 of an inch removed from them to allow for the thickness of the beam. When pinning
the joists to the beam, make sure to pin from the side of the joist opposite where the rafter
laps it. This will keep them in, should it happen to stick out, from interfering with the fit
between the rafter and the joist.

___________ 3. Set the Ridges
•

Next, take your ridge material, and cut your short ridge at 11 inches.

•

Make a mark one inch in from one end. Your long ridge is already cut at 22 inches, so all you
must do is make a mark one inch in from each of its ends. These marks align with the outside
of the house, and act as your first and last layout marks.

•

Take your long ridge and lay it parallel to the right wall top plate, with the one-inch-in marks
aligned with the outside of the front and back walls.

•

Like the beam, transfer the layout from the plate to the ridge.

•

Do the same with the short ridge.

•

Make sure to transfer only the rafter layout, not the ceiling joist layout.

•

Using a pair of ridges ‘posts,’ and a pair of rafters for each end of the ridge, set the ridge.

•

Place the posts under the end of the ridge to help establish its height, while gluing and pinning
a pair of opposing rafters at each end.
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•

Check to make sure that the ‘heel cut’ marks on the rafters align with the outside edge of the
top plate. (close counts) When satisfied that everything ‘lines up,’ glue and pin the rafters to
both the top plates and the ceiling joists.

•

On the long ridge, it wouldn’t be a bad idea to install a couple of rafters ‘mid span,’ to help keep
it straight.

Tip: you have precut rafters, and in order to effectively use your ‘manpower,’ each company/team
should have people pre-cutting materials while the layout, beam install, etc., is taking place.

___________ 4. Install Rafters
•

Once both ridges are set, in-fill with rafters.

•

Make sure to glue and nail the rafters to the ridge, plate, and ceiling joists.

___________ 5. Install Frieze Blocks
•

Next, unless you have already done so, cut 48 frieze blocks at 11/8 inches long.

•

Mark a control line across the top of the entire length of the rafters to serve as a guide for
installing the frieze blocks.

•

Install blocks between rafters aligning the top edge with the control line, and the bottom edge
resting up against the top plate.

•

Fasten with a dab of glue and a micro-pin on each end.

Note: be sure to check the fit of each frieze block before you install it; don’t force it! Adjust the length
of the blocks as necessary before installing them.

___________6. Install Gable Studs
•

Next, install the gable studs.

•

First, measure out from the ridge post 2 inches and make a mark. The gable stud will be
placed on the side of the line that is ‘back,’ towards the ridge.

•

Take one of the eight inch two by fours, set it on the layout line on the plate, and behind the
gable rafter. Take a pencil and scribe the gable stud using the bottom of the rafter as a guide.

•

Remove it, cut it on the line, and then use it as a pattern, tracing it onto five more pieces of
material. They can then be installed with a dab of glue and two pins after the layout has been
marked at all three gable ends.
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___________7. Install the Outriggers
•

Begin by carefully notching the gable rafters to accept a flat 2x4, directly above the gable stud.

•

Measure the distance from the outside edge of the gable rafter to the edge (face) of the first
rafter in from it.

•
•

Add 1 inch to this measurement and cut your outrigger. Install with glue and pins.
The outriggers for each gable end must be individually measured as they will all be different.

___________8. Install Fascia and Barge Rafters
•

Now that the outriggers are in, install the fascia and the barge rafters.

•

Make a scarf joint directly over a rafter tail along the long span of the roof, as well as the
compound corner miters at the corners, and the miter at the ridge.

___________9. Sheet your roof

If your plan show s a Blind Valley play Larry Haun’s video on roof framing queued to the segment
where he demonstrates how to install the blind valley.
•

The area where the blind valley is going to frame over the long/main section of the roof has
already been sheeted.

•

To begin with, we need to mark, cut and install our ridge extension.

•

Place the piece of ridge extension material on top of the short ridge and slide it over until it
touches the sheeting of the long section of roof.

•

Then make a mark on the extension ridge material that aligns with the end of the short ridge.
This establishes the length of the extension ridge.

•

Without moving the extension ridge piece, mark the long miter on the other end that will allow
it to plane in with the long section of roof. To do so, take a scrap of ridge material (it must be
the same width/depth, or this won’t work) place it on edge on the long roof section, and tight
against the extension ridge. Then mark the ridge extension, using the top edge of the scrap as
a guide.

•

Take it off and cut it. After it is cut, check the fit, and if it’s good, attach it with glue and pins.
*Make sure to keep it aligned/straight with the short roof ridge. If you don’t, you are going to
have problems with the rest of the blind valley.

•

Next, take a ruler or other straight edge, and draw lines that start at the point where the
extension ridge ‘dies’ into the long roof, to a point where the top edge of the sheeting and the
top edge of the last rafter of the short roof all align. This will be our guide for installing the
valley “nailer” pieces.

•

Cut one-inch wide strips of plywood material to fit. Hold them back about an eighth inch from
the line, and glue and gun them down, (make sure to only nail through the ply where you have
a rafter underneath).
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•

Next, pull layout from the short ridge onto the extension ridge, and pull layout parallel from the
rafters onto the nailers. On the layout marks, measure from the top edge of the extension
ridge to the outer top edge of the nailers.

•

Remember or write this measurement down as you will need it in a minute.

•

Set a piece of 2x6 rafter material on top of the ridge (at the layout mark) with its end aligned
with the outer edge of the nailers, (again, at the layout mark).

•

As with the extension ridge, set a piece of rafter scrap on edge across the nailers, tight against
the rafter, and mark the rafter using the top edge of the scrap as a guide. This gives you the
‘reverse’ cut needed to make the rafter plane with the long section of roof.

•

Once the reverse cut is made, measure from the long point of the reverse cut back the distance
you measured a minute ago. This mark will be the long point of your plumb cut where the
rafter attaches to the ridge.

•

Using one of your rafter templates, mark the plumb cut aligning the long point of the template
with the mark you made from your measurement.

•

Cut the plumb cut and check fit. The rafter should fit flush with the top of the ridge, and flush
with the outer edge of the nailers, when placed on layout. If it doesn’t fit properly, make
appropriate adjustments.

•

When satisfied with the fit, trace its twin (for the other side of the ridge) on a piece of rafter
material. The original can then be installed with glue and pins, while the other one is cut and
installed. Repeat this process for the four remaining rafters, and that is it.
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Roof Inspection Grade Sheet
When you have completed framing your model roof, you must have it inspected/graded before you can
move on. The following are the criteria by which your roof framing will be graded, including the points
available for each area.

Framed roof appearance (i.e. square, complete, strong, slope)
Top chords flat and level in relation to each other

25 points _______
5 points _______

Ridge is accurately placed (i.e. height, placing on top plate)

10 points _______

All framing parts are accurately placed (i.e. frieze blocks, outrigger, etc.)

15 points _______

Frieze Blocks are installed equally between the rafters

15 points _______

The slope of the rafters is the same as the slope of the trusses.

25 points _______

Overall score of appearance and strength

95 points _______
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Roof Framing Inspection Guidelines
When inspecting, or being inspected, two criteria must be met.
1. Is the structure built to code?
2. Is the structure build to the prints?
If either of these criteria is not met at any time during the construction of any structure, then that
structure will fail inspection. Failed inspections can hurt your production schedule, budget, and
ultimately your company.
1. Are the top chords flat and level? _____
2. Is the slope of the roof correct? _____
3. Is the length of the rafters the same as the trusses?

_____

4. Has the fascia been measured correctly and installed? _____
5. All framing parts are accurately placed (gable stud, ridge beam, barge rafters, etc.) _____
6. The ‘heel cut’ marks on the rafters align with the outside edge of the top plate _____
To successfully pass inspection, the model of the construction company you are inspecting must meet
all the above codes and specifications (specs). Even if only one code or spec is not met, the model
(and the company that built it) will fail the inspection.

If you pass a model’s roof framing, you must justify your decision in writing. You must explain
how/why the model roof framing passed inspection as opposed to failed. Your report must be at least
one half of a page long, and spelling and grammar count. If these writing requirements are not met,
then all the employees of your company will be penalized by a loss of points on the assignment.

If you fail a company for a violation of any of the codes/specs listed above, you must record why they
failed, and what they must do to correct the problem(s). You must fill out a “Correction Notice” and
leave it with the company president of the model roof you are inspecting. Your construction team will
inspect the roof as a group, but writing the report is done by only one member of the company.

There will be five inspections: (2) for floor framing, (2) for wall framing, and (1) for roof framing.

Every member of your company must take a turn writing at least one report during the construction
phase of this project.
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INSPECTION CORRECTION NOTICE
Building Industry Technology Academy
Job
Address:
Type of
Inspection:

Date:
Permit
Number:

Please make the following corrections:

Special Instructions:
___Make corrections and call for re-inspection
___OK to proceed
___Other
Inspector:

Page ____ of ____
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Self-Evaluation
1. What I have learned about this portion of framing so far is…
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

2. Four terms and their definitions that I have learned about this portion of framing are…
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

3. Safety practices that I have been observing…
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

4. What I would still like to learn about framing is…
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Roof Framing Unit Final Test
Part One
Directions: Fill in the missing words in each sentence using the word bank. Each
term will be used once.
1. The end of the rafter that extends beyond the seat-cut in known as the
____________________________, and makes up the eave, or overhang of the
roof.
2. The angle, or slope of a roof is referred to as the
__________________________, which is noted as the inches of vertical rise
over 12 inches of horizontal run.
3. This horizontal framing member forms the peak of the roof. It is what we nail
the top of the rafters to. It is the ___________________________________.
4. The Bird’s Mouth, or _________________ _________________ is the point
where a rafter attaches to the double top plate of a wall.
5. The roof framing equivalent of the stud, the ___________________ is the
primary load-bearing member of a conventionally stacked roof.
6. _____________________ and ____________________ are ways we create
triangulation (thus greater strength) in conventionally stacked roofs.
7. We make a _________________ at the top of a rafter where it is to be nailed to
the ridge.
8. The two types of roof framing used in residential construction are the
__________________________and the ______________________________.
9. Twisting, bending, or pulling forces are referred to as
_______________________ forces.

Conventional Stack
Ridge
Collar Ties
Gang-Nail Plates
Truss
Compression
Seat Cut
Pitch
Fink / W
Tail
Gable
Plumb Cut
Chords
Tension
Hip
Rafter

10. Trusses are assembled using either metal ___________________, or plywood
_____________________ to connect the joints.
11. The _________________ truss is the most commonly used truss shape in

Ceiling Joists
Webs
Gussets

residential construction.
12. The members of a truss that fit between the chords are referred to as the
_____________________.

Scissors

13. If you preferred vaulted (angled) ceilings in your home instead of flat ceilings,
you would use a ____________________ truss.
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14. The two most common roof styles in Southern California are the _______________________ and
the _____________________.
15. The top and bottom members of a truss are referred to as the ____________________.
16. A framing member that experiences crushing forces is said to be under_______________.
Part Two
Match the components of each diagram with its correct term.
Conventional Stack:
1. _____ ridge

A.
B.

2. _____ rafter

C.
E.

3. _____ rafter tail
4. _____ bird’s mouth

F.

5. _____ double top plate

D.

6. _____ plumb-cut
Match the components of each diagram with its correct term.
Truss:
7. _____ webs

A.

C.

8. _____ top chord
B.

9. _____ bottom chord

D.

F.

10. _____ tail

E.

11. _____ gusset/gang-nail
12. _____ heel
Directions: Identify the following types of trusses.
13. _____ fink
14. _____ scissors
15. _____ gable

A.

B.

C.
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Roof Framing Unit Final Test – Answer Key
1. Tail
2. Pitch
3. Ridge
4. Seat cut
5. Rafter
6. Ceiling joists and collar ties
7. Plumb cut
8. Truss
9. Conventional stack
10. Gang nail plates and gussets
11. Flink
12. Webs
13. Scissors
14. Gable and hip
15. Chords
16. Compression
17. C
18. B
19. F
20. E
21. D
22. A
23. D
24. A
25. E
26. F
27. C
28. B
29. A
30. C
31. B
32. C
33. C
34. T
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Roof Framing Bill of Materials

Part
#

Description

Material

Dimensions

Footage

Quantity

Unit

Of Parts

Cost

Total Cost

(bd/ft, lin/ft,
Type

(calculate footage)

sq/ft)
=

$-

=

-

=

-

=

-

=

-

=

-

=

-

=

-

=

-

To calculate board feet with all
measurements in inches:

TxWxL
144

Total
Cost:

$-
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Project #6: Building a Shed
Lesson #4: Electrical (20 class periods)
Objectives
Students will be able to…


Understand the progress of using electricity in housing.



Develop and apply basic skills in electrical wiring work.



Find at least three codes in the NEC that govern electrical construction.



Students practice calculating current, resistance, and voltage.



Given the power equation, calculate the power consumed in a circuit or load.



Name and identify electrical symbols while reading electrical plans



Layout and install a circuit from blueprints.



Identify the tools and equipment used by electricians today.



Define terms related to electrical safety.



Identify electrical wiring tools and materials.



Demonstrate safe working procedures in a construction and shop/lab environment.



Work cooperatively as a member of a team.



Identify electrical hazards and how to avoid or minimize them in the workplace.

Common Core Standards
LS 11-12.6
RSIT 11-12.2
RLST 11-12.2
Writing 9-10.5
Geometry 4.0
Residential and Commercial Construction pathway D2.8, D3.1, D11.1, D11.2, D11.3, D11.4,
D11.9, D11.11
Problem Solving and Critical Thinking 5.2, 5.3, 5.4
Health and Safety 6.2, 6.3, 6.7, 6.10
Responsibility and Leadership 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 9.2, 9.3, 9.6, 9.7

Materials
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Electrical history terms handout and worksheet
History of Wire and Cable Systems Handout
History of Wire and Cable Systems Worksheet
YouTube Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SdjyNoWQX5k
History of Electrical Switches hand out and worksheet
Electrical Switch Quiz
Replacing Switches Handout
Replacing 3-way Switches Handout
Replacing Light Dimmer Switches Handout
History of Electrical Plugs and Receptacles Handout
History of Electrical Plugs and Receptacles Worksheet
Types of Receptacles YouTube Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGsAfXhMdaw
Electrical Plugs and Receptacles Quiz
Replacing an Outlet/Receptacle Handout
Replacing a Middle of the Run Receptacle Handout
YouTube video Understanding your Home’s Electrical System: The Main Panel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0B0JK2FZ_tQ
Ohms Law YouTube Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-jX3dezzMg
Ohms Law Worksheet
Electrical Safety PowerPoint

https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3Aaab5a6e7-473e44ae-9514-5077228d94fc

Electrical Safety Quiz
Mock-up House Wiring Project Handout
Electrical Unit Final

Lesson Sequence


Review the Electrical History Term s with students and fill in the W orksheet.



Read the History of W ire And Cable System s Handout , have the students
highlight important information. Answer any questions.



Have students fill in the blanks using the vocabulary just learned on the History of



Watch W ire Types and Uses YouTube video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SdjyNoWQX5k



Read the History of Electrical Sw itches Hand Out and fill in the W orksheet .



Pass out the Electrical Sw itch Quiz.



Pass out the R eplacing Sw itches Handout . Review with student and model. Have
students’ practice.

W ire And Cable System s W orksheet.
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Pass out the R eplacing 3-w ay Sw itches Handout . Review with student and model.
Have students’ practice.



Pass out the R eplacing Light Dim m er Sw itch Sw itches Handout . Review with
student and model. Have students’ practice.



Read the History of Electrical P lugs and R eceptacles Handout . Have students
highlight important information. Discuss and answer any questions students may have
along the way.



Have students fill in the Electrical P lugs and R eceptacles W ork sheet.



Watch the Types of R eceptables YouTube Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGsAfXhMdaw



Pass out the Electrical P lugs and R eceptacles Quiz.



Pass out the R eplacing an Outlet/ R eceptacle Handout . Review with student and
model. Have students’ practice.



Pass out the R eplacing a M iddle of the R un R eceptacle Handout . Review with
student and model. Have students’ practice.



Watch the YouTube video Understanding your Hom e’s Electrical System : The
M ain P anel https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0B0JK2FZ_tQ



Watch the Ohm’s Law YouTube Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_jX3dezzMg



Pass out and complete the Ohm ’s Law W orksheet.



Pass out the Using the NEC Code Book W orksheet and have students work together
in completing. Answer any questions as needed.



Review electrical safety. Use the Electrical Safety P ow erP oint
https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3Aaab
5a6e7-473e-44ae-9514-5077228d94fc



Review the Electrical Safety as a class. Answer any questions students may have. Pass
out the Electrical Safety Quiz.



Pass out M ock-up House W iring P roject Handout. Review with students and
model. Answer any questions and support students through project.



Once project is complete review for the unit final and then pass out the Electrical

Unit Final.
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Assessment
Informal assessment throughout unit through questioning and checking for understanding
Quizzes
Electrical Unit Final

Accommodations/Modifications
One on One Support
Visuals/Model
Peer Support
Extra Time If Needed
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Electrical History Terms Handout
Work: measure of energy transfer that occurs when an object is moved over a distance by an external
force at least part of which is applied in the direction of the movement; “transfer of energy from one
form to another.”
Element: a substance or material that cannot be chemically divided into a simpler substance.
Electricity: a form of energy that starts with atoms. Electricity is created when electrons move from
atom to atom.
Six basic methods of producing electricity:
1. Magnetism a spinning turbine causes large magnets to turn within wire coils - these are the
generators. The moving magnets within the coil of wire causes the electrons (charged particles)
to move within the coil of wire. This is electricity.
2. Chemical batteries produce electricity using two different metals in a chemical solution. A
reaction between the metals and the chemical frees more electrons in one metal than in the
other. If a wire is attached to both ends of the battery and a light bulb, the electricity flows
lighting the bulb.
3. Pressure - Squeezing certain crystals (such as quartz) can make electricity flow through them.
Piezoelectricity, also called the piezoelectric effect, is the ability of certain materials to generate
an AC (alternating current) voltage when subjected to mechanical stress or vibration, or to
vibrate when subjected to an AC voltage, or both. The most common piezoelectric material is
quartz. A piezoelectric transducer (a device that converts energy) comprises a "crystal"
sandwiched between two metal plates. When a sound wave strikes one or both plates, the plates
vibrate. The crystal picks up this vibration, which it translates into a weak AC voltage.
4. Heat- When heat is applied to one of the two conductors or semiconductors, heated electrons
flow toward the cooler one. If the pair is connected through an electrical circuit, direct current
(DC) flows through that circuit. The voltages produced by See beck effect are small, usually only
a few microvolts (millionths of a volt) per kelvin of temperature difference at the junction. Used
in microchip technology.
5. Friction- Static, occurs when electrons from one material are transferred to the material it is
rubbed against.
6. Light- Solar cells/photovoltaic devices. Solar power is the use of the sun’s energy either directly
as thermal energy (heat) or using photovoltaic cells in solar panels and transparent photovoltaic
glass to generate electricity. When light energy strikes the solar cell, electrons are knocked
loose from the atoms in the semiconductor material. If electrical conductors are attached to the
positive and negative sides, forming an electrical circuit, the electrons can be captured in the
form of an electric current -- that is, electricity.
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Atom: The basic building block of the universe. It is made up of the electron, neutron and the proton.
• The electron has a negative charge, the neutron has no charge, and the proton has a positive
charge.
• The proton(s) and neutron(s) occupy the nucleus of the atom, while the electron(s) orbit the
nucleus.
• All matter in the universe is made up of a combination of atoms. Matter is any substance that
“has mass and occupies space.” Matter exists in one of three states: gas, liquid, or solid.
Electron: the negatively charged particles of atom. Electrons are very important in the world of
electronics. The very small particles can stream through wires and circuits, creating currents of
electricity. The electrons move from negatively charged parts to positively charged ones. The
negatively charged pieces of any circuit have extra electrons, while the positively charged pieces
want more electrons. The electrons then jump from one area to another. When the electrons
move, the current can flow through the system.

Valence electrons: The electron(s) found on the outer electron orbit (shell) of an atom is called a
valence electron. Generally, atoms with 1 or 2 valence electrons are “unstable”, meaning they can
be made to give up those electrons quite easily. This is important to electrical theory in that
electron flow is electrical current. Such unstable atoms are known as conductors. Platinum, gold,
silver, copper and aluminum are all examples of conductors. Atoms that have 7 or 8 valence
electrons resist the flow of electricity because their “stable” outer shells do not readily give up
their electrons. These materials are therefore known as insulators.

Code: a systematic statement of a body of law; one given statutory force. The NEC is the benchmark
for safe electrical design, installation, and inspection to protect people and property from
electrical hazards. It was created in response to the many fires’ electricity usage brought.
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Electrical History Terms Worksheet
Directions: Fill in the terms using the Electrical History Terms handout.
1. Work is defined by physicists as the _____________________ from one form to another.
2. An element is a substance or material that cannot be ____________________ into a simpler substance.
3. Electricity is the flow of _________________________________.
4. Name 3 of the 6 basic methods of producing electricity and define.
Method

Definition

5. What is the definition of an Atom?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
6. What are the parts of the atom and what are their characteristics?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
7. Describe Valence Electrons:
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
8. Why was the National Electrical Code instituted?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Electrical History Terms Worksheet – Answer Key
1. Transfer of energy
2. Chemically divided
3. Atoms
4. See worksheet
5. Basic building block of the universe
6. Electron-negatively charged particle
Proton-positive charged particle
7. Electrons found on the outer electron orbit (shell)
8. To protect people and property from electrical hazards due to the many fires electricity
usage brought
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History of Wire and Cable Systems Handout
Wire and Cable Systems:
In 1892 Thomas Edison was awarded a patent for what he called “electric conductor.” Edison described
the object of his invention as effectively insulating wire so that it will be waterproof and fireproof. His
electric conductor consisted of three parts; a) the conducting wire, b) a cotton braid separator over the
wire, and c) an outer covering of rubber compound. Edison obviously knew that if his electric lamp was
ever going to become a household item, the house itself had to be “wired” to accommodate the use
these lamps, as well as countless other appliances that were soon to be envisioned. Edison also knew
the dangers of electricity and fire, and in his patent, he states, “... also fire-proof, so that if by accident
the wire becomes red-hot the insulating-covering will not be set on fire and burned, ...” Here are some
of the more typical residential wiring systems.
Knob-and-Tube
Knob-and-tube (K&T) wiring was an early-standardized method of electrical wiring in buildings, in
common use in North America from about 1880 to the 1940s. The system is considered obsolete and
can be a safety hazard, although some of the fear associated with it is undeserved.
Bellingham WA Home Inspector (King of the House) Knob and Tube Wiring Systems run time 6:10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_y4mpevPiE
Facts About Knob-and-Tube Wiring:
• It is not inherently dangerous. The dangers from
this system arise from its age, improper
modifications, and situations where building
insulation envelops the wires.
• It has no ground wire and thus cannot service
any three-pronged appliances.
• While it is considered obsolete, there is no code
that requires its complete removal.
• It is treated differently in different jurisdictions.
In some areas, it must be removed at all
accessible locations, while others merely require that it not be installed in new construction.
• It is not permitted in any new construction.
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How Knob-and-Tube Wiring Works:
The individual conductors were run spaced apart at least 2-1/2 inches (if
exposed), but as the wires passed through walls and floors, they could be
susceptible to dampness and abrasion, which could eventually lead to
leakage currents and arcing fires. For protection in these places, “insulating
tubes” were used. These tubes were made of porcelain, with a flange on
one end and set on an angle to prevent the tube from sliding through the
hole. To support the individual conductors in other places, a wide variety of
insulators, including porcelain knobs and cleats were used. These were
nailed to the wood structure and would have a leather washer under the nail head to prevent the
porcelain from being cracked when it was hammered in place. Where wires enter a wiring device, such
as a lamp or switch, or were pulled into a wall, they are protected by flexible cloth or rubber insulation
called "loom."
Advantages of Knob-and-Tube Wiring:

Problems Associated with K&T Wiring:

• K&T wiring has a higher ampacity than wiring
systems of the same gauge. The reason for this is
that the hot and neutral wires are separated from
one another, usually by 4 to 6 inches, which allows
the wires to readily dissipate heat into free air.
• K&T wires are less likely than Romex cables to be
punctured by nails because K&T wires are held
away from the framing.
• The porcelain components have an almost
unlimited lifespan.
• The original installation of knob-and-tube wiring is
often superior to that of modern Romex wiring.
K&T wiring installation requires more skill to install
than Romex and, for this reason, unskilled people
rarely ever installed it.

• Unsafe modifications are far more common with
K&T wiring than they are with Romex and other
modern wiring systems. Part of the reason for
this is that K&T is so old that more opportunity
has existed for improper modifications.
• The insulation that envelops the wiring is a fire
hazard.
• It tends to stretch and sag over time.
• It lacks a grounding conductor. Grounding
conductors reduce the chance of electrical fire
and damage to sensitive equipment.
• In older systems, wiring is insulated with varnish
and fiber materials that are susceptible to
deterioration.

Building Insulation:
Open wiring systems like knob-and-tube, because they are in open air, can dissipate heat very well,
however, in some cases improper or failed splices and joints can “glow” red-hot (as Edison pointed out)
and go unnoticed for quite some time. During the energy crisis of the 1970’s, it became popular to
blow loose-fill cellulose insulation into the attics and walls of older houses. This became a problem for
older homes with knob-and-tube wire splices with glowing connections or overheated conductors that
could easily ignite this insulation and cause a fire.
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Armored Cable
Armored cable (AC) was first listed in 1899 for
the Sprague Electric Co. of New York, and was
originally called “Greenfield Flexible SteelArmored Conductors,” after one of its inventors,
Harry Greenfield . There were originally two experimental versions of this product, one called “AX” and
the other “BX,” with the “X” standing for “experimental.” The “BX” version became the one that
eventually got produced, and hence the name “BX” stuck, which also became the registered trade
name of armored cable for General Electric, who later acquired Sprague Electric.
Armored Cable, or BX, first appeared in the 1903 NEC, but didn’t start becoming popular until around
1930, and is still a popular wiring method today. AC cable is described in Art. 320 of the NEC. The
armor of AC cable systems is tested for grounding and can provide a suitable equipment grounding
path. AC cable made after 1959 requires an aluminum bonding strip under the armor to help improve
the conductivity of this path. Although originally produced with steel armor, in the late 1980’s
lightweight aluminum armored AC cable first became listed.

Many of the problems associated with the original armored
cable were due to installation problems, especially in cutting the
metal sheath. Today manufacturing improvements have made
armored cable very safe and reliable and goes by the trade
name "AC" cable and is an acceptable alternative to metal
conduit in most jurisdictions. Many people have shortened
armor clad cable to armored cable leading to some confusion.
There is also larger cable called metal clad cable or MC cable.
This is used in larger electrical installations and not applicable to residential electrical systems.
Working with Armor Clad Cable:
Using a hacksaw or electrician’s pliers to cut the metal sheathing has a tendency to damage the
insulation on the wires inside the sheath or to leave very sharp edges on the metal that could easily
create a short between conductors or between the armored jacket and the wires if the installation into
the electrical box was not accomplished correctly. This has been eliminated by the creation of specially
designed tools that cut the sheath without damaging the internal cables.
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Advantages:
AC cable has some benefits and should be considered in areas where there is a relatively high
possibility that damage could occur to non metallic sheathed cables from screws, nails or other sharp
devices.
One area where cable damage is prevalent is in kitchen walls where upper cabinets are screwed into
studs with, in many cases, three and four inch screws. It is much easier to penetrate a plastic covered
cable such as Romex than it is an AC armored cable. Some other locations where AC cable is prevalent
is in attics and inside walls with metal studs. Unfortunately many people think that because the cable is
protected by metal, it can be used in areas where damage may occur.
Where AC cable cannot be used:
1. Where subject to physical damage
2. In damp or wet locations
3. In air voids of masonry block or tile walls where such walls are exposed
4. or subject to excessive moisture or dampness.
5. Where exposed to corrosive fumes or vapors
6. Embedded in plaster finish on brick or other masonry in damp or wet locations
Nonmetallic Cable
Wire Types + Uses run time 5:15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SdjyNoWQX5k
Although nonmetallic-sheathed cable, or NM for short, was first listed
and described in the NEC in 1926, it was actually invented a few years
earlier by General Cable at their Rome Wire Division in Rome, NY, and
marketed under the trade name “Romex®.” Today many installers
still refer generically to NM cable as Romex. Early NM cable had their individual conductors jacket
wrapped in a cotton braid that was impregnated with either a varnish or tar-like substance for moisture
protection.
In the 1950's, a better outer wax treated cloth jacketed wiring began being used with a better quality
PVC rubber surrounding the wiring that is similar to what is in use today. It is easy to recognize and
was generally white or silver in color and appears as a series of tightly woven "V's" which is commonly
referred to as Braided Romex. This wiring, as in all others of this era, is still lacking a ground wire for
safety and usually needs repairs such as GFCI protection added to make using modern 3 prong
appliances with it safe to use. This wiring is generally mistakenly called 'cloth covered wiring' even
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though the wire itself is covered in pvc rubber. In the truest sense of the word it is technically cloth
covered, but the hazard of the older wiring is that the older rubber became brittle, whereas this wiring
has a more advanced pvc rubber covering around it, which has not shown the degredation issues as
with its predecessor(s)
Until the early 1960’s, most NM cable for residential use did not have a grounding conductor. However,
changes in the 1962 Code that mandated equipment grounding for all branch circuits popularized the
use of NM cable with ground. Earlier versions of NM cable with ground permitted the grounding
conductor to be No. 16 AWG for 14 and 12 gauge copper NM, and No. 14 AWG ground for 10 gauge
copper NM. In 1969, new requirements no longer permitted an undersized grounding conductor for 14,
12 and 10 gauge NM cable.
AWG - American Wire Gauge / Diameter / Resistance Used in the United States and other countries as
a standard method of denoting wire diameter. The higher the number the thinner the wire. Thicker
wire is generally capable of carrying larger amount of current over greater distances with less loss.
A few basic facts about Romex wiring:
•

Romex ™ is a common type of residential wiring that
is categorized by the National Electrical Code (NEC) as
underground feeder (UF) or non-metallic sheathed cable (NM
and NMC).

•

NM and NMC conductors are composed of two or more
insulated conductors contained in a non-metallic sheath. The
coating on NMC cable is non-conducting, flame-resistant and
moisture-resistant. Unlike other cables commonly found in
homes, they are permitted in damp environments, such as
basements.

•

Underground feeder conductors appear similar to NM and NMC cables except that UF cables
contain a solid plastic core and cannot be “rolled” between fingers. Each individual wire is
insulated and has a molded plastic wound around the insulated wire for weather and sunlight
protection.

NEC regulations apply to Romex conductors:
•

They must be protected, secured and clamped to device boxes, junction boxes and fixtures.

•

Support devices that may damage the cables, such as bent nails and overdriven staples, are not
permitted.

•

NM and NMC cables should be secured at intervals that do not exceed 4½ feet, and they should
be secured within 12 inches of junction boxes and panels to which they are attached. Cables
that do not comply with this rule can sag and are vulnerable to damage.

•

They are intended as permanent wiring in homes and should not be used as a substitute for
appliance wiring or extension cords.
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Romex is used for most lighting and outlet circuits in your home. Romex will be labeled with "12-2" or
"12-3". The first number indicates the gauge of the wire. You choices are typically 10, 12, or 14
gauge. The second number indicates the number of conductors. A 12-2 Romex will have a black(hot)
and a white(neutral) wire as well as an unsheathed copper wire for ground. A 12-3 Romex will have a
black(hot), red(hot), white(neutral), and bare copper. The red on a 12-3 is used for three-way light
switches which are covered later.
•
•
•

12 gauge Romex is rated for 20 Amps and is commonly yellow jacketed.
14 gauge Romex is still used in some applications and is rated for 15 Amps and is grey
jacketed.
10 gauge Romex has an orange jacket and is used for water heaters or clothes driers.

In addition to Romex, wiring a house also requires a few larger gauge wires for high power
appliances. Your air conditioner or electric stove would fall into this category.
Differences Between Wire and Cable
The term wires and cables are used pretty much used synonymously, but they are quite different in
fact. One way to differentiate them is to remember that wires are a component in cables. Also, wires
have a much wider scope of use.
Key difference: A wire is a single conductor while cable is a group of two or more conductors. The
easiest way to distinguish between the two is that the wire is usually visible, whereas a cable is most
usually insulated.
Wire: A wire consists of a single strand or a group of strands of an electrically conductive material
(conductor). This material is normally composed of aluminum or copper. Wires can come bare or
covered in a protective or color-coded sheath. The conductor of a wire is not insulated. Wire is
measured by its diameter and grouped by gauge number. The smaller the number is, the thicker the
wire. For home use the common gauges are 10 and 20. Larger wires carry more current.
Cable: A cable consists of two or more insulated conductors and can be either bare or covered. This
term is also used in reference to a group of insulated conductors that are intertwined or twisted
together. In a cable, the conductor is always insulated.
Wire vs. Cable: Whether it's a single strand or multiple strands grouped together, if there is only one
conductor it is a wire. Likewise, if there are multiple conductors, but they have no insulation around
them, they would be classified as a single conductor, making it a wire.
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Definition

Wire

Cable

Single conductor

Two or more conductors

To bear mechanical loads, to carry
electricity and telecommunications
Uses

signals, heating, jewelry, clothing,

Power transmission, to carry electricity

mesh, automotive or industrial

and telecommunications signals.

manufactured parts, pins, needles,
fishhooks, bulbs.

Types

Solid wire, and stranded wires

Twisted pair cable, coaxial cable, multi
conductor cable and fiber optic cable.

Solid wires are perfect for use in
Advantages

higher frequencies, offer low
resistance. Stranded wire shows

Higher strength, heavy duty, insulated.

higher resistance to metal fatigue.

There are two main types of wires: solid or stranded.
•
•

A solid wire is usually a long length of single conductor.
A stranded wire is many thin strands of wires twisted together. Solid wires offer low resistance
and are perfect for use in higher frequencies, whereas a stranded wire has a longer life, due to
its flexibility and can be used for a longer period than a single conductor. Wires are mainly used
to carry electrical and telecommunications signals, but can also be used in various other forms,
from bearing mechanical loads, to heating, to even in jewelry and clothing.

There are various types of cables, including twisted pair cable, coaxial cable, multi conductor cable
and fiber optic cable.
•
•
•

A twisted pair cable has two cables twisted around each other and is mainly used to carrying
signals.
A multi conductor cable is made up of many conductors insulated from each other and is best
suited for control.
In a coaxial cable, the signal on the two conductors is not same. This is called an unbalanced
line and performance on this cable is more stable than on a twisted pair cable.
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History of Wire and Cable Systems Worksheet
Resistance

Sheath

12 feet

36 inches

Black

Electrical box

3-way switch

Circuit breaker

Milliamps

On

One

Fourteen gauge

Type

Master switches

Quick break

Smoke detector

Omega

Electric current

“E” pages

Voltage

Covering

General outlet

American Wire Gauge

Green

Neutral wire

Non-metallic cable

Solid-core, plastic, vinyl

Receptacle boxes

Voltage, amps,

Finished surface

“stamped”

Silver screws

Watertight

3 inches

Sub-panel

Single gang box

44 inches

12-16 inches

Electrical shock

Manufacturer’s name

Location

Short circuit

Identification

Terminals

Arc fault interrupter

General notes

Ohms

Insufficient

Three-way switch

Electrical current

Safely split

Directions: While reading The History of Wire and Cable Systems fill in the blanks using the words
from the word bank above. Underline your answer choice in the text that you read.
1. A cable is two or more wires that are grouped together and protected by a
____________________ or __________________.
2. When the cable has a designation 14/2 on the sheathing it means there are two__________________ conductors in the cable.
3. A conductor is any material that allows ______________________ to flow through it.
4. UF (underground feeder) cable has wires that are embedded in______________________
________________ sheathing and includes a bare copper grounding wire.
5. Wire sizes are categorized according to the ______________________________ (AWG)
system.
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History of Electrical Switches Handout
An electrical switch is any device used to interrupt the flow of electrons in a circuit. Switches are
essentially binary devices: they are either completely on (“closed”) or completely off (“open”).
The technology in basic switches isn’t all that tricky to understand. A switch can be constructed with
any mechanism bringing two conductors into contact with each other in a controlled manner. This can
be as simple as allowing two copper wires to touch each other by the motion of a lever, or by directly
pushing two metal strips into contact. The conductive parts used to make and break the electrical
connection are called contacts.
The first light switch worked by employing “quick-break” mechanism and was invented by John
Henry Holmes in 1884. The “quick-break” overcame the problem of a switch’s contacts developing
electric arcing whenever the circuit was opened or closed. An arc-fault occurs when loose or corroded
connections make intermittent contact and causes sparking or arcing between the connections. This
translates into heat, which will break down the insulation of the wire and can be the trigger for an
electrical fire.
Holmes’ invention ensured that the contacts would separate or come together very quickly. The action
of this “quick break” mechanism meant that there wasn’t enough time for an arc to form and so the
switch would have a long working life. This “quick break” technology is still in use in almost every
ordinary light switch in the world today.

The toggle mechanism was patented in 1916 by William J. Newton and
Morris Goldberg. The switch does not control the contacts directly, but
through an intermediate arrangement of springs and levers. Turning the
actuator does not initially cause any motion of the contacts, but gradually
stretches the spring. When the mechanism passes over the center point, the
spring energy is released and the spring to the closed position with an audible
“snapping” sound.
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Light Switches Today we would find it inconvenient to walk through a darkened room and reach up
to find a pendant light with a turn key. This remained, however, standard fare until
the 1920s in many homes.

Switches on the wall at an entrance were considered a
luxury. Wiring books of the time considered them “the most
expensive option” for controlling lights. Even the White House
did not initially have the convenience of wall switches when it
was first wired for electric lighting.
Early switches, surface mounted to the wall had a porcelain base
and a key-shaped handle that turned with a twist. Many times
exposed wiring would run down the wall from the lights to the switch. Before
jumping to such an expensive option as the wall switch, period wiring manuals
suggested a pendent switch or a pull switch as a step up from the key switch.

Pull Chord Switch
The Pull Chord switch is a light switch combined with a light socket, it is
sometimes installed in cellar or
utility areas of homes. The switch is
operated by a pull chain or cord. It
is also possible to have the cordoperated switch separate from the
light socket
The pull switch is mounted to the
ceiling and attached to the exposed wiring. It had a long
chain or cord that extended to within reach. A pull would
turn on an entire circuit of lights. This provided a certain
comfort level to the cautious user since all electricity was
far away on the ceiling.
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Eventually pendent switches, ceiling switches, and surface mounted twist
switches gave way to recessed wall switches protected by electrical boxes.
Before the lever switches we now use became popular, push button light
switches were popular.
As of 2004 in the United States, the toggle switch mechanism was almost
entirely supplanted by "quiet switch" mechanisms. "Quiet switch" mechanisms
still possess a form of snap action, but it is very weak as compared to its
predecessor.
Mounting Strap
1.

Which Parts Reside Within a Toggle
Switch?
5.
5.

There are many different types of
switches used in electronics. The type of

4.

switch—single pole single throw, single
pole double throw, etc.—will dictate
which parts one finds inside a toggle
switch, or at least the number of parts.

2.

The basic mechanism however is very
3.

simple and consists of the following.
The interior parts are contained in a
case that may vary significantly between

one design and the next, owing to different applications. However, inside the case, there will be a
moveable contact, which is moved from the on to off position by the actuator (1.). The switch will
have a stationary contact that the moveable contact meets when the circuit is energized (2.). The
switch will have terminals for input and output power (3.). There may be spring mechanism that gives
the switch its distinctive “click” when it’s turned on or off, which makes it what is called a positive
on/off switch (4).
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How Does a Toggle Switch Function?
When the actuator—the toggle itself—is moved, the armature in the switch moves the moveable
contact into position either energizing the circuit or de-energizing it. (5.)
Once the switch is moved from one position to the other, it typically stays that way. There are some
designs, however, with mechanisms in them that cause the switch to move back to its normal
position—typically open or off—if pressure is released from the armature. This is accomplished via a
spring mechanism that exerts force on the armature from the inside (4).
Which Contact Material Is Used for Toggle Switches?
Common conducting materials such as copper, brass and alloys are frequently used for the contacts.
Precious metals including gold and silver are also used in some applications. Nickel, zinc and other
materials are also used in the construction of the contacts.
Knife Switch
The "knife switch" (rarely seen nowadays) is the type that most easily demonstrates the functioning of
a switch. Old sci-fi movies ("Frankenstein (1931)" or "Young Frankenstein (1974)", for example), made
extensive use of these switches in the laboratory scenes.
The knife switch has a metal lever, insulated at the 'free end' that comes into contact with a metal
'slot'. Since the electrical connections are exposed, knife switches are never seen in household wiring.
What is a Knife Switch used for?
A knife switch is a form of switch- all or nothing- On and Off,
and for this reason it is often used as a master switch or maindisconnect. The single pole single throw has one switch
blade, which vaguely resembles a knife, hence the name, when
the handle is down and touching the contacts the switch is
closed and the power is on. Lifting the handle disconnects the
circuit. You will see these used for instructional purposes in shop and science classes.
A Double Pole, Double Throw knife switch- or circuit breaker, is in everyday
use and has defied obsolescence since the days of Edison. The DPDT is used on
master switches and controls two circuits, usually with a center off position. They
were used as aerial switches- to select transmit or receive in early shortwave and
ham sets. They are very much around and have been nicknamed (Mousetraps)
from their shape and outline.
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Single-Pole Light Switches
The simplest and most common light switch is actually referred to by
hardware dealers and electricians as a “single-pole light switch.” With a
single-pole light switch, flipping the lever up completes the circuit,
turning lights or appliances on, and flipping it down breaks the circuit,
turning lights or receptacles off.
A single-pole switch has two brass terminal screws on the side that
receive the

black (hot) and white (neutral) wires of the circuit. (The

number of terminal screws identifies the type of switch.) Modern singlepole switches also have a green grounding screw that connects to the
circuit’s ground wire.
With a single-pole light switch, flipping the lever up completes the circuit, turning lights or appliances
on, and flipping it down breaks the circuit, turning lights or receptacles off. A single-pole switch has
two brass terminal screws on the side.
Three-Way and Four-Way Switches
The type of switch that will operate hallway lights from either end of
the hallway is called a three-way switch; it has an extra terminal.
There are places where you want to be able to control a light—or a
series of lights—from more than one location. Three-way switches
traditionally used at each end of a stairway or hallway, are the
answer. A three-way switch has three terminal screws, may have a green grounding screw, and has no
“on” or “off” markings on the toggle.
Three-way dimmers will work in those same places. A standard three-way dimming control can be
mounted at one end of the hallway or staircase, or a special two-location dimming control is able to
dim from either end of the hall or stair.
Typical 3-way switches with 4-way switch

Four-way on/off switches may be
combined with three-way dimmers or
switches when you want control of lights
from three or more different locations. A
four-way switch has four terminals, may
have a green grounding screw, and has no
markings on the toggle.
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As our needs for energy efficiency have evolved and technology has improved, light switches have
undergone a revival. There has been and are many different types of switches: toggle, rotary,
pushbutton, "rocker", "pull-chain", slide, magnetic, mercury, timer, voice-activated, "touch-sensitive",
and many others, even the Clapper™!
The Future of Light Switches
There has been a phase when the touch sensitive switches have started evolving from the traditional
switches. These switches don’t need to be pressed mechanically. They have a touch screen panel, and
hence, all the adjustments of the whole room can be made through it. The regulators are also touch
sensitive, and one can increase or decrease the brightness of the lamp by the motion of the finger.
Another technology that has been devised for these electrical switches, has been through intelligent
lamps that can be operated with the help of a Smartphone app. Phillips Hue is one such example,
which allows the user to even adjust the color of the lamp with the help of the app that the user can
download on his Smartphone.
Remote Controlled light switches have also been in news for some time now. As is evident, these forms
of switches allow the control of lights and other electrical equipments of the house with the help of a
remote control.
Another innovative technology in the field of light switches is iOn. This is an enhanced version of those
touch sensitive light switches, with an increased range of touch area. This enables the lighting of the
lamp without actually touching the switch. All one has to do is wave his hand in front of the area where
the switch is installed. This technology also enables the change in brightness by simply pointing at the
switch for a small amount of time.
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History of Wire and Cable Systems Worksheet
Resistance

Sheath

12 feet

36 inches

Black

Electrical box

3-way switch

Circuit breaker

Milliamps

On

One

Fourteen gauge

Type

Master switches

Quick break

Smoke detector

Omega

Electric current

“E” pages

Voltage

Covering

General outlet

American Wire Gauge

Green

Neutral wire

Non-metallic cable

Solid-core, plastic, vinyl

Receptacle boxes

Voltage, amps,

Finished surface

“stamped”

Silver screws

Watertight

3 inches

Sub-panel

Single gang box

44 inches

12-16 inches

Electrical shock

Manufacturer’s name

Location

Short circuit

Identification

Terminals

Arc fault interrupter

General notes

Ohms

Insufficient

Three-way switch

Electrical current

Safely split

Directions: While reading The History of Electrical Switches fill in the blanks using the
words from the word bank above. Underline your answer choice in the text that you read.
1. A switch will have _______________________ for input and output of electrical current.

2. When you are installing a one-way switch, the rocker/toggle should be up when the light is
_______________.

3. Double Pole, Double throw knife switch is used on ___________________ and controls two
circuits, usually with a center off position.

4. Modern single pole switch will have 2 brass side screws and a ________________ grounding
screw.

5. The ____________________ mechanism prevented a switch’s contacts developing electric arcing.
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Electrical Switch Quiz
Direction: Name the parts of the switch below and the questions that follow using the History of Switches.
Use complete sentences when answering the questions.

Front

Side

1

1. ___________________________________
2. ___________________________________

2

3. ___________________________________

4. What is the wire that carries the current often called?
A. hot

B. neutral

C. cold

__________________________________________________________________________________________
5. What is the purpose of a three-way light switch?
A. It allows you to dim the light.
B. It allows you to control the light from two switches.
C. It allows one light switch to control three different lights.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
6. Why can't you mark the on and off positions on a three-way switch?
A. both positions can turn the light on and off.
B. The switch is inaccessible.
C. It is important for the electrician to figure it out by himself.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
7. How many switches do you need to construct a three-way switch circuit?
A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Electrical Switch Quiz – Answer Key

1. face
2. Terminal screw
3. Toggle
4. A
5. B
6. A
7. B
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Replacing Switches Handout
Switches that are too loud or malfunctioning in some way need to be replaced. Replacing a switch is
a relatively simple procedure. Switches are standardized so they will fit all boxes and faceplates. It is
critical that switches are replaced with the same type (not same brand). Check amperage ratings
and wire type on the switch that is being replaced and make sure the new switch has U.L. approval.

Materials and Tools Needed:
• screwdriver
• needle nose pliers
• new switch
• sandpaper
• wire stripper

R eplacing Single P ole Sw itches w ith Term inal Screw s
To remove the old switch from the wall:
1. Turn off power to the circuit containing the switch which you are about to replace. This
can be done by flipping the correct breaker or removing the correct fuse. If in doubt,
turn off all the power in the house.
2. After turning off power to the circuit, double-check that power is off by turning the light
switch to the “on” position. If the light comes on, you have turned off the wrong circuit.
You need to locate and turn off the correct breaker or remove the correct fuse and then
re-test for the power being off.
3. Remove the screws holding the cover plate.
4. Remove the cover plate.
5. Remove the mounting screws attaching the switch to the box.
6. Pull the switch away from the box as far as the wires will easily allow.
7. Loosen the two brass-colored terminal screws and the grounding terminal screw and
unhook the wires from the old receptacle.
Note: There are two black wires attached to the terminals; the grounding wire (green or bare
copper) will be attached to the green screw on the new switch.
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To install a new switch:
1. If needed, removed enough insulation from the wires so that they can wrap threequarters of the way around the screw terminals. Clean the bare ends of the wires with
fine sandpaper to remove dirt and corrosion. Bend the wires into little loops with the
pliers so they can be hooked around the screws.
2. Fully loosen (but don’t remove) the screw terminals from the new switch.
3. Hold the switch so that the "OFF” marking on the toggle will be at the top.
4. Connect the wires to the screw terminals. The black wires can be placed under either
screw. Be sure the end of the hook faces in the same direction that the terminal screw
tightens (clockwise). Tighten the screws on the wires securely.
5. If the switch is grounded, connect the grounding wire to the green screw on the new
switch. Be sure the end of the hook faces in the same direction that the terminal screw
tightens (clockwise). Tighten the screws on the wires securely.
6. Recheck your connections. An error in your connection could cause the circuit breaker
to trip or the fuse to blow.
7. With the switch in its off position, align the switch so that “OFF” is pointed toward the
ceiling. Fold the wires as needed to get any excess length of wire back into the box,
then push the switch into the electrical box. ***(NOTE: Make sure any grounding
conductor(s) stay well clear of the hot terminals on the switch.)
8. Replace the mounting screws and secure the switch to the box.
9. Replace the cover plate and screws.
10. Turn on power to the circuit.
11. Test the switch by moving it on and off several times and observing the light.
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Replacing 3-way Switches Handout
To remove the old switch from the wall:
1. Turn off power to the circuit containing the switch which you are about to replace. This can be
done by flipping the correct breaker or removing the correct fuse. If in doubt, turn off all the
power in the house.
2. After turning off power to the circuit, double-check that power is off by turning the light switch
to the “on” position. If the light comes on, you have turned off the wrong circuit. You need to
locate and turn off the correct breaker or remove the correct fuse and then re-test for the
power being off.
3.

Remove the screws holding the cover plate.

4. Remove the cover plate.
5. Remove the mounting screws attaching the switch to the box.
6. Pull the switch away from the box as far as the wires will easily allow. Loosen the two brasscolored terminal screws, the black or copper-colored common terminal screw, and the
grounding terminal screw and unhook the wires from the old receptacle.
Note: there should be four wires connected to the old switch. Two of these wires will be connected to
brass terminal screws while the third will be fastened to a black or copper colored terminal screw, and
the last to the grounding terminal screw. Mark the wire connected to the black or copper-colored screw
with a piece of “tan” masking tape so that you won’t lose track of where it goes. (Other wires may
have colored tape on them.)

To install a new switch:
1. If needed, removed enough insulation from the wires
so that they can wrap three-quarters of the way
around the screw terminals. Clean the bare ends of
the wires with fine sandpaper to remove dirt and
corrosion. Bend the wires into little loops with the
pliers so they can be hooked around the screws.
2. Fully loosen (but don’t remove) the terminal screws
from the new switch.
3. Connect the wires to the screw terminals. Make sure that the wire you marked with the tape
goes back on the terminal with the black or copper-colored screw. The other two wires go to
either of the brass screws and the grounding wire goes to the green screw. Hook wires securely
around the screws. Be sure the end of the hook faces in the same direction that the terminal
screws tighten (clockwise). Tighten the screws on the wires securely.
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Note: “Three-wire plus ground” type NM cable is often used for wiring three-way switches with the
white and red wires in these cables being used in very specific ways. The wires going to the brasscolored screws may not both have black insulation; one could be black and another black but marked
with a red “stripe” or else one could be red and another white but marked with a red “stripe.” It is OK
to reverse either of the two wires going to the brass screw terminals without affecting the switch’s
function.
4. If the switch is grounded, connect the grounding wire to the green screw on the new switch. Be
sure the end of the hook faces in the same direction that the terminal screw tightens
(clockwise). Tighten the screws on the wires securely.
5. Recheck your connections. An error in your connection could cause the circuit breaker to trip or
the fuse to blow.
6. Fold the wires as needed to get any excess length of wire back into the box, then push the
switch into the box. For a three-way switch, there is no need to orient the switch a certain
direction when installing it in the box. If you look at the toggle, you will notice it does not even
have “On” and "Off” markings.
(NOTE: Make sure any grounding conductor(s) stay well clear of the hot terminals on the
switch.)
7. Replace the mounting screws and secure the switch to the box.
8. Replace the cover plate and screws.
9. Turn on the power to the circuit.
10. Test the switch by moving it on and off several times and observing the light. Go to the other
three-way switch that controls the light and test the light from that switch as well.
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Replacing Light Dimmer Switches Handout
Materials and Tools Needed
•
•
•
•
•

screwdriver
needle nose pliers
new dimmer switch
sandpaper
wire stripper

Dimmer switches allow the intensity of the light
to be controlled. This is desirable to save
energy and to create moods.

To remove the old dimmer switch from the wall:
1. Turn off power to the circuit containing the switch that you are about to replace. This can be
done by flipping the correct breaker or removing the correct fuse. If in doubt, turn off all the
power in the house.
2. After turning off power to the circuit, double-check that power is off by turning the light switch to
the “on” position. If the light comes on, you have turned off the wrong circuit. You need to locate
and turn off the correct breaker or remove the correct fuse and then re-test for the power being
off.
3. Remove the screws holding the cover plate.
4. Remove the cover plate.
5. Remove the mounting screws attaching the switch to the box.
6. Pull the switch away from the box as far as the wires will easily allow.
7. Loosen the two brass-colored terminal screws and the grounding terminal screw and unhook the
wires from the old receptacle.
If the dimmer switch does not have screw terminals but has leads instead, remove the wire nuts and
disconnect the wires.
Note: there are two black wires attached to the terminals; the grounding wire (green or bare copper)
should be connected to the green screw on the new switch. Some dimmer switches come with short
black wires extending out from the body of the switch. In this case, the switch is connected into the
circuit using wire nuts.
Note: Some dimmer switches may not use screw terminals but instead have two
To install a new dimmer switch:
1. If needed, removed enough insulation from the wires so that they can wrap three-quarters of
the way around the screw terminals. Clean the bare ends of the wires with fine sandpaper to
remove dirt and corrosion. Bend the wires into little loops with the pliers so they can be hooked
around the screws.
2. If the dimmer switch has screw terminals, loosen (don’t remove) the screws on the new switch.
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3. Hook the wires securely around the screws. Be sure the end of the hook faces in the same
direction that the terminal screws tighten (clockwise). Tighten the screws on the wires securely.
4. Most dimmer switches have two wires corning from them. These wires are connected to the
permanent wires with wire nuts. Either wire coming from the switch can be connected to either
of the permanent wires.
5. Recheck your connections. An error in your connection could cause the circuit breaker to trip or
the fuse to blow.
6. Fold the wires as needed to get any excess length of wire back into the box, and then push the
switch into the box.
7. Replace the mounting screws and secure the switch to the box.
8. Replace the cover plate and screws.
9. Install the control knob.
10. Turn the power on to the circuit.
11. Test the dimmer knob by turning it on and off several times.
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History of Electrical Plugs and Receptacles Handout
Today, we take it for granted that we can connect all sorts of appliances into our outlets, from vacuum
cleaners to cappuccino makers. There were originally no electrical wall outlets in homes, the first outlet
wasn’t really an “outlet” at all.
During the early 1900’s, electricity was only used for lighting. When Thomas Edison created an
affordable commercial light bulb in the late 1800’s, outlets were made to fit the bases of those light
bulbs. When we learned that the power of electricity could be harnessed for other uses, electrical
appliances were created with long cords that ended in light bulb-like bases that could be screwed into
these “light sockets.” The happy owner would unscrew a light bulb and screw in the appliance.
Other odd devices appeared. Various manufacturers made lamp holders with special plug-type sockets
for easy attachment of appliances. Matching plugs were sold to attach to each appliance. Few were
compatible with other brands or with any modern plugs.
In 1903 Henry F. Holland came up with an invention that would let the user have the
light on as well as power an appliance.
‘The object of this invention is the construction of means for enabling a pair of circuit
wires to be connected with such a ‘socket for the lighting of an auxiliary lamp for a fan
motor, or any other purpose without in the least interfering with the use of the socket
for its intended lamp or for the plug of another pair of circuit-wires.’ United States Patent Office Henry
F. Holland, of Boston, Massachusetts. Socket Extension-Tap Patent No.721, 042, datedFebruary17,
1903.
Hubbell then in 1904 improved upon his plug design by making the plug
itself able to separate: one portion of the plug could be left in the
socket, while the other was a two-prong plug that could be separated
from the socket plug.
Hubbell’s detachable electric plug revolutionized the way electrical wires
were connected or disconnected from a power supply. At the time post
terminals would extend out from a wall and any type of electrical device
had to be hardwired to the power source.
This was extremely inconvenient—and dangerous. If, for example, the
device or appliance had to be moved and the wires were not connected
to the correct polarity, a potentially damaging short circuit occurred.
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Other manufacturers adopted the Hubbell pattern, and by 1915 they were widespread. The need for
more and more receptacle outlets in the dwelling can be directly traced to the increased use in cordand plug-connected appliances. Some of the earliest cord-connected products, such as electric irons
and Christmas tree lights, incorporated an Edison-base plug that screwed into a lamp holder, as lamp
holders were more prevalent than receptacle outlets in the early homes Here is a brief history of some
electric home appliances and when they first became listed or available:
1905 – electric iron

1927 – coffee percolator

1905 – Christmas tree lights

1927 – electric saw

1907 – motor-driven
phonograph

1930 – heat lamp

1909 – vacuum cleaner
1911 – electric toaster
1921 – refrigerator
1924 – blender
1925 – electric mixer

1935 – electric fan
1937 – washing machine
1938 – garbage disposer
1939 – television set
1947 – room air conditioner

Sometimes a fault occurs in which a bare live wire has become exposed and touches the metal case of
the appliance. If there is no earth connection for some reason, the appliance will probably still work,
but as soon as you touch the metal you will get a severe shock.
The next advancement came from a man named Philip F. Labre in 1928. The 2prong design was prone to shocking users, so Labre invented the 3-prong plug
with a safety ground. While he was attending the Milwaukee School of
Engineering it is said that his landlady had a cat that would knock over her fan
when it came in the window. When she plugged the fan back in, she would get
an electric shock. Labre deduced that if the fan was earthed, the electricity would go to earth through
the plug rather than through the person holding it. He was issued a US patent for an earthed socket
and plug in 1928.
When a person unknowingly creates a short in a circuit with an electrical plug, his body becomes the
only path from the live wire of the plug to the ground. Labre added the third prong as an alternative
"path of least resistance" to bypass the person. This means that instead of flowing through you, the
electrons flow through the ground prong to the earth. As the need for safer installations became
apparent, earthed three-contact systems were made mandatory in most industrial countries.
Labre's outlet is the model for the modern outlet. Aside from the ground prong, there are two prongs
that connect to the live and neutral wires. The live wire carries current into the appliance, while the
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neutral wire carries current back to the electric panel, completing the circuit. Without the grounding,
Labre's outlet would be called "unpolarized" because the two identical prongs of the plug may be
inserted into the outlet in one of two ways. A "polarized" outlet allows the plug to be oriented in only
one way.
Slowly, changes were made to create what we know today as the traditional wall outlet.
Electrical Receptacles (Outlets)
What Is the Required Outlet Spacing on Walls?
Every 12 feet. The reasoning is that you should never have to extend an electrical cord for a light,
appliance, computer, or other personal need more than 6 feet in either direction.
Spacing outlets more frequently than every 12 feet is your choice, not required by code. If the space
gets heavy use--people charging phones, plugging in laptops, etc.--you may want more outlets than
code requires.
Hallways more than 10 feet long must have at least one receptacle.
At least one outlet on the front outside and one on the back outside of a one family dwelling.
Outlets can be installed at whatever height is comfortable for the intended use. The only NEC
requirement is that you must be within 8 foot of an outlet along any wall. Outlets may no longer be
located directly under a window. A common height for a wall outlet is between 12 to 16 inches to the
bottom of the device.
120-Volt Receptacles
These receptacles, which come in several different colors, are easily identified:
they have two identical outlets, each with three plug-in slots. Each outlet has an
arched slot at the bottom that grounds the appliance; above that are two narrow
slots— the wider one is neutral and the narrower one is hot. Check the amperage
and voltage requirements of the appliance you intend to plug in to the outlet
against the amperage and voltage of the outlet. These are clearly shown on the
front of the outlet itself as well as the manufacture.

120/240-Volt Electrical Receptacles
Providing both 120 and 240 volts, these receptacles have four plug-in slots—
two that are hot, one that is neutral, and one that is grounding.
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240-Volt Receptacles
This type of receptacle is not for use with standard appliances but rather is
reserved for such items as power tools, which often require a dedicated circuit
because of their energy requirements.
Unlike standard three-prong outlets, which have a neutral and a hot slot in
addition to the arch-shaped grounding slot, a 240-volt receptacle has two hot
slots in addition to the grounding slot.
The unique design of the outlet allows you to easily match it up to the plug of the power tool, not only
ensuring that amperage requirements are met but also offering the additional safety feature of
preventing you from accidentally plugging any other appliance into it.
GFCI Receptacles
A special type of receptacle called a GFCI (or GFI), short for groundfault circuit interrupter, is required in kitchens, bathrooms, and other
exposed, damp areas of a home to protect from the serious shock that
can occur where electricity and water meet.
Identified by the reset and test buttons located on its face, a 120-volt
GFCI receptacle takes the place of a standard duplex receptacle and
monitors electric current. It is like a super-sensitive circuit breaker.
Normally, a circuit breaker will flip at about 20 Amperes of current,
stopping its flow. The GFCI detects the current flowing through the
circuit, and if there is slightly less returning than being sent out (on a
scale of milliamperes), it will flip off the power to that circuit. This type of outlet can prevent accidents
like fatal shocks from hair dryers falling in bathtubs to smaller shocks from touching the casing of a
faulty electrified appliance. Some appliances now come with their own GFCI plugs.
So if one or several of the receptacles in the kitchen, bathroom, or outdoor areas ceases to work, look
for the GFCI receptacle that serves that circuit. Just push the reset button to reset the receptacle–this
will turn on any others connected to it. Push the test button periodically to ensure that the device is
working.
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The National Electrical Code (NEC) requires GFCIs to be installed at following spots at home and
outside:
-Underwater Pool Lighting

-Outdoor Receptacles

-Bathroom Receptacles

-Garage Receptacles

-Kitchen Receptacles

-Crawl Spaces

-Unfinished basements

-Wet Bar Sinks

-Laundry Receptacles

-Utility Sinks

Rotating Outlet
Aside from these necessary safety innovations, a number of
other innovations have come from the simple electrical outlet.
Kim Gerard came up with the idea of a rotating outlet to ensure
that bulky plugs can fit together. The outlet looks like a normal
electrical outlet except that inside, the socket is attached to a
copper ring that makes electrical contacts with an outer copper ring attached to the
outlet casing to ensure that electricity is supplied to the appliance even during rotation.
Anatomy of a Receptacle
As of the 2011 NEC, most new and replacement receptacles must be tamperproof. This requirement is designed to protect small children from injury by
preventing the insertion of objects, other than electrical plugs, into the
receptacle contacts. Some exceptions to this requirement include wall
receptacles that are more than 62 inches from floor level and large appliance
receptacles located out of reach.
These new receptacles have spring-loaded shutters that close off the contact
openings of the receptacles. When a plug is inserted into the receptacle, both
springs are compressed and the shutters then open, allowing for the metal prongs to make contact to
create an electrical circuit. Because both springs must be compressed at the same time, the shutters
do not open when a child attempts to insert an object into only one contact opening, and there is no
contact with electricity.
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Conventional duplex receptacles have two places
to plug-in devices. As shown in the illustration,
newer receptacles have a half-round hole that
receives the grounding plug on an electrical cord.
A contact leads from this hole to a green
grounding screw that should be connected to the
house ground (metal conduit or a green wire) to
provide protection against shock when an
appliance is plugged in.
Front

They will have two types of contacts:

Back

terminal screws on the sides, and holes in
the back. The screws may be designed to
secure a hooked wire to the device when
driven home, or they may be used to

brass hot

silver neutral

terminal

terminal

tighten a clamp around the end of a

release

straight wire.

point for

The holes in the back of the device are
used for inserting a straight wire into an

grounding

internal clamp. The holes will be labeled

terminal

holes for

ground

solid

terminal
mounting

to indicate what wire size they can
accept.

Duplex Receptacle

t
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History of Electrical Plugs and Receptacles Worksheet
Resistance

Sheath

12 feet

36 inches

Black

Electrical box

Conductors

Circuit breaker

Milliamps

On

One

Fourteen gauge

Type

Master switches

Quick break

Smoke detector

Omega

Electric current

“E” pages

Voltage

Covering

General outlet

American Wire Gauge

Green

Neutral wire

Non-metallic cable

Solid-core, plastic, vinyl

Receptacle boxes

Voltage, amps, ohms

Finished surface

“stamped”

Silver screws

Watertight

3 inches

Sub-panel

Single gang box

44 inches

12-16 inches

Electrical shock

Manufacturer’s name

Location

Short circuit

Identification

Terminals

Arc fault interrupter

General notes

Ohms

Insufficient

Three-way switch

Electrical current

Safely split

Insulators

Directions: While reading The History of Electrical Plugs and Receptacles fill in the blanks using the
words from the word bank above. Underline your answer choice in the text that you read.
1. The neutral (white) wire attaches to the ______________________ on a receptacle.

2. A common height for a wall outlet is between ___________________ to the bottom of the
device.

3. You need to have at least _____________________ receptacles in both the front and back of a
house.

4. A GFCI (ground fault circuit interrupter) is an automatic device that offers personal protection
against ___________________________________.

5. Receptacles shall be listed and marked with ______________________ or
____________________ and voltage and ampere rating.
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Electrical Plugs and Receptacles Quiz
Direction: Name the parts of the switch below and the questions that follow using the History of
Electrical Plugs and Receptacles.
GFCI
Front

Back
1.___________________________________
2.___________________________________
3.___________________________________
1.

7.
6.

4.

4.___________________________________
5.___________________________________

2.

6.___________________________________

5.
3.

7.___________________________________

8. Electrical outlets are best described as
A. Electrical Plugs

B. Electrical Receptacles

C. Electrical Receptacles and Lighting Outlets

D. Electrical Receptacles, Lighting Outlets and Switches
__________________________________________________________________________________________
9. Electrical GFCI protection is required where?
A. For some electrical receptacles in a few areas
B. For electrical receptacles but only near water such as close to sink faucets
C. For numerous electrical receptacles and some electrical circuits to help prevent electrical shock
D. Nowhere, GFCI protection is optional
__________________________________________________________________________________________
10. Receptacles shall be installed in living room in dwelling units such that receptacle outlet is located within___
feet measured horizontal along the floor line of any wall space.
A. 6 feet

B. 4 feet

C. 10 feet

D. 8 feet

__________________________________________________________________________________________
11. Which wire in a three-pin plug is a safety device?
A. Live

B. Neutral

C. ground
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Electrical Plugs and Receptacles Quiz – Answer Key
1. Brass hot terminal
2. Holes for solid
3. Terminal
4. Terminal
5. Release point for ground
6. Test button
7. Reset button
8. A
9. C
10. A
11. C
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Replacing an Outlet/Receptacle Handout
Materials and Tools Needed:
screwdriver
needle nose pliers
outlet tester
new receptacle
sandpaper

•
•
•
•
•

Replacing an existing receptacle (outlet) is a relatively simple procedure.
Always replace any receptacle with the same type (same ratings, not
necessarily the same brand) as the one you are removing. Most outlets in the
home will be duplex (accepts two plugs). Make sure that the new receptacle is
U.L. approved.

Replacing an End of the Run Receptacle
An “end of the run” receptacle is an outlet at the end of a circuit. There may be three conductors
coming into the box: one black-insulated current carrying conductor (wire), a white-insulated grounded
conductor, and a bare or green-insulated grounding conductor.
Removing receptacle from the wall:
•

Turn off power to the circuit containing the receptacle that you are about to replace. This can
be done by flipping the correct breaker or removing the correct fuse. If in doubt, turn off all the
power in the house.

•

Using an outlet tester (or other voltage testing device), double check to make sure that the
receptacle is dead.

•

Remove the screws holding the cover plate.

•

Remove the cover plate.

•

Remove the mounting screws attaching the receptacle to the box.

•

Pull the receptacle away from the box as far as the wires will easily allow.

•

Loosen the hot, neutral and grounding terminal screws and unhook the wires from the old
receptacle.

Note: The black wire should be attached to the brass terminal; the white wire should be attached to
the silver terminal; the grounding wire (bare copper or green) should be connected to the grounding
terminal located at one corner of the receptacle. If you are looking at the receptacle because a polarity
checker test indicated a wiring problem, examine the connections to see if the wires were incorrectly
attached. If they were, simply reconnect the wires to the proper terminals following the procedure
outlined below.
Installing a new receptacle:
1. Scrape the bare ends of the wires to remove dirt and corrosion. Sometimes a better way is to
use a fine-grit sandpaper to remove dirt and corrosion from the wires.
2. Loosen the screw terminals on the new receptacle as much as possible but do not remove.
3. Hook the white wire around the shank of the silver-colored terminal screw. Be sure the end of
the hook faces in the same direction that the terminal screw tightens (clockwise). Tighten the
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screw on the wire securely.
4. If the receptacle is a grounding type, connect the grounding wire (copper or green) to the
green grounding terminal screw. Be sure the end of the hook faces in the same direction that
the terminal screw tightens (clockwise). Tighten the screw on the wire securely.
5. Hook the black wire to the brass terminal on the opposite side of the receptacle. Be sure the
end of the hook faces in the same direction that the terminal screw tightens (clockwise).
Tighten the screw on the wire securely.
6. Recheck your connections. An error in connecting the wires could cause a short circuit.
7. Fold the wires as needed to get any excess length of wire back into the box, and then push the
receptacle into the outlet box. (NOTE: Make sure any grounding conductor(s) stay well clear of
the hot terminals on the receptacle.)
8. Replace the mounting screws and secure the receptacle to the box.
9. Replace the cover plate and screws.
10. Turn on power to the receptacle.
11. Use an outlet tester (or other voltage testing device), to check for correct polarity and
grounding.
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Replacing a Middle of the Run Receptacle Handout
Replacing a “middle of the run” receptacle is similar to replacing an “end of the run” receptacle except
there are more wires involved. These extra wires (black and white) supply electricity to other
receptacle(s) further “down-stream” in the circuit. In addition to the extra hot and neutral wires, there
are incoming and outgoing grounding wires.

R em oving receptacle from w all:
•

Follow the same steps as with the end of the run receptacle. You will have two black and two
white wires in the box (one coming from the previous receptacle and one going to the next).
You may notice the two black wires are “pigtailed” together with a third short black wire (using
a wire nut) which goes to one of the brass screws. If there is no pigtail, the two wires would
simply be attached individually to the two brass screw terminals on the receptacle. Like the
black wires, the white wires may be pigtailed together with a third wire or attached individually
to silver screw terminals.

•

If non-metallic (plastic, fiberglass) boxes are being used, the two grounding wires (bare or
green insulated) in the NM cable must be tied together with a third short wire (bare or green
insulated) in a pigtail using a wire nut. The third wire connects to the grounding screw on the
receptacle.

•

If metal boxes are being used, the grounding conductors in the NM cable would be pigtailed
together with two short bare or green-insulated grounding conductors. One of the short wires is
connected to the green-colored machine screw on the receptacle. The other is secured to the
box with a grounding clip or a green machine screw using the threaded hole in the back of the
box.

Installing a new receptacle:
•

Follow the same steps as in the end of the run
receptacle.

•

Remember that the two black wires and the two
white wires may relate to a pigtail so
that only one black and one white wire will
need to be connected to the proper screws on
the receptacle or, all each of the four of the
wires may go to individual screws. The pigtail
method is the “preferred” method and is used
most often today.

•

Remember, for non-metallic boxes, the
grounding conductor is simply attached to the
grounding terminal on the receptacle. For metal
boxes, a short grounding wire must be attached
to the grounding terminal on the receptacle and
another short grounding wire must be attached
to the electrical box.
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Ohms Law Worksheet
Intro to Ohms Law run time 5:25 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_-jX3dezzMg

V or E

V

V

Ohm’s Law Defined: In its most simple form, Ohm’s Law states that it takes one volt to push one amp
through one ohm.
There are three basic formulas to Ohm’s Law:

1. V= I x R

2.

I

= V
R

3.

R = V
I

Keys to the formulas: E = Electromotive force (EMF) or voltage
I = Intensity of current or amperage
R = Resistance or ohms
The wheel above is divided into three sections:
Volts V (on top of the dividing line) The letter "E" is som etim es used in representations of

Ohm 's Law for voltage instead of the "V" as in the w heel
Amps (amperes)
I (lower left below the dividing line)
Resistance R (lower right below the dividing line)
X represents the (multiply by sign)
Memorize this wheel
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To use, just cover the unknown quantity you need with your mind’s eye and what is left is the formula
to find the unknown.
Example:
To find the current of a circuit (I), just cover the I or Amps section in your mines eye and what remains
is the V volts above the dividing line and the R ohms (resistance) below it. Now substitute the known
values. Just divided the known volts by the known resistance.
Your answer will be the current in the circuit.

1. V= I x R

2.

I

= V
R

3.

R = V
I

Practice Problems
1. A toaster’s heating element has a resistance of 13 ohms and is connected to a standard household
voltage of 120 volts. How many amps will flow in this circuit?

2. If a 240-volt circuit has a current flow of 25 amps, how much resistance does the circuit possess?

3. What is the current in a 12V circuit if the resistance is 2Ω?

4. What is the resistance of a circuit with 120V and 10A?
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Electrical Safety Quiz
Direction: This quiz will be taken as you are watching the PowerPoint on Electrical Safety. As is stated
in the PowerPoint: “It is your job to know!” So do your own work and focus on the presentation, the
answers are there.
1. What is the most important rule concerning electrical safety?
a. Lock-out/tag-out

b. Always work with only one hand

c. Keep the key

d. THINK!

2. What amperage range is most likely to cause fibrillation of your heart and death?
a. 100 to 200 milliamps

b. 100 to 200 Amps

c. 12 to 15 Amps

d. 230 volts

3. What does OSHA do?
a. Makes sure that new electrical codes are included in the book
b. Ensures that we all have safe and healthful workplaces
c. Helps electricians determine the wire gauge to be use
d. Lobbies Congress concerning electrical concessions
4. What is a Ground Fault?
a. When a crack in the earth’s crust opens, causing an earthquake
b. When an electrical path to ground, other than the intended path is established
c. When the electrical system comes in direct contact with the ground causing a short
d. Amperage divided by the total voltage equals a ground fault
5. What class of fire extinguisher is to be used to put out an electrical fire?
a. Type A

b. Type B

c. Type C

d. Type D

6. What are three warning signs or clues that an electrical hazard exists?
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
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7. What is the function of a GFCI?
____________________________________________________________________________
8. What are four types of injuries that may result from contact with electricity?
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
9. Which of the following PPE should be worn when working with electricity?
a. Metal hardhat and insulated gloves & clothing
b. Non-metallic hardhat and insulated gloves & clothing
c. Non-metallic hardhat and non-insulated gloves & clothing
d. Metal hardhat and non-insulated gloves & clothing
10. When inspecting tools to see if they are damaged, what should you look for?
a. Cracks

b. Damaged insulation

c. Broken/removed ground pins

D. All the answers

11. The most dangerous place to use electrical equipment is?
a. indoors.

b. outdoors.

c. near water.

d. near other electrical equipment.

12. You discover the electrical cord on a drill has been damaged and some of the cord’s insulation is
missing. You should?
a. wrap tape around the damaged spot to prevent electrical shocks.
b. check to see if the drill still works.
c. tag the drill out of service and notify the department responsible for equipment
maintenance.
d. make sure that the cord does not come in contact with the floor.
13. The safest ladder to use around electricity is?
a. wood.

b. fiberglass. c. aluminum. d. a step stool.

14. The earth, water, concrete and the human body are all conductors of electricity
True or False
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15. The effects of an electrical shock on the body depend upon all the following EXCEPT:
a. current.

b. path.

c. duration.

d. body weight.

16. Which of the following is acceptable by OSHA standards?
a. an unqualified employee flipping tripped breakers in a breaker box.
b. plugging and extension cord into a second extension cord.
c. removing a ground pin if needed to plug into a two-prong outlet.
d. a qualified person repairing an extension cord.
17. 18. 19. What’s the problem in the following pictures?

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________
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Electrical Safety Quiz – Answer Key
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

D
A
B
B
C
GFCI that shuts off a circuit, tripped circuit breakers or blow fuses, warm tools, wires,
cords, or connection boxes, worn or frayed insulation around a wire or connection
7. Detect current leakage and then switch off current
8. Electrocution (death), electrical shock, burns, falls
9. B
10. D
11. C
12. C
13. B
14. True
15. D
16. D
17. The power cord should not be spliced together. The tool should not be used
18. Too many wires for the box. The box needs a cover. Looks like an overloaded circuit.
19. Multiple cords hooked together
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Mock-up House Wiring Project Handout
You will wire a mockup of an inside wall with no drywall on it.
• Watch the video ‘How to do basic home wiring’ run time 13:40
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3LTpDHaOXE
and follow the steps below.
Materials you need to complete this project:
 a mock-up of an inside wall with no drywall on it
(4 each 2”x4”x10’)
 16d sinker nails
 12 ft. Nonmetallic cable (NM) 14/2
 Linesman pliers
 Wire stripper 10-gauge - 46 gauge
 Phillips tip screwdriver
 A power drill and a ½ or ¾ wood paddle bit
 Insulated Romex staple
 Wire nuts a dozen of them
 3 single gang plastic boxes
 A duplex receptacle with its cover plate
 A single-pole switch with this cover plate
 A keyless fixture for the light fixture
 Junction box with box cover

Identify the electrical components of the wall before
proceeding
a. _____________ b. ______________
c. ______________ d. ______________

1. Nail up boxes
________ Measure and mark the center of each box.
•
•

Mark the height from the floor to the center of the boxes (usually 44 in. for switches and 1216 in. for outlets) or line them up with existing boxes.
Then nail up the boxes so the face of the box will be flush with the face of the future wall
covering. Most boxes have nibs or marks to help you align the box for use with standard 1/2in. thick drywall.

Calculating Box Sizes
The electrical code limits how many wires you can safely put in an electrical box. To figure the minimum
box size required by the National Electrical Code, add:
1 – for each hot and neutral wire entering the box
1 – for all the ground wires combined
1 – for all the cable clamps combined (if any)
2 – for each device (switch or outlet—but not light fixtures)
Multiply the total by 2 for 14-gauge wire and 2.25 for 12-gauge wire to get the minimum box size required
in cubic inches. Plastic boxes have their volume stamped inside. Steel box capacities are listed in the
electrical code.

2. Drill holes
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_________With the boxes nailed up, you're ready to drill holes and pull cable.
The holes and the cable running through them must be at least 1-1/4 in. from both faces of the
stud to prevent nails and screws from hitting the cable.
This means drilling dead center on 2x4 walls. If you have to drill closer to the face of the stud,
protect the area with a nail plate.
When you drill floor or ceiling joists, drill toward the end rather than the middle of the span,
and keep the holes centered on the width of the joist.
You can easily pull two 14-2 or 12-2 cables or one 14-3 or 12-3 cable through a 3/4-in. hole.
Drill more holes for additional cables.
Bore ½ - ¾ in. holes through the framing members about 8 in. above the boxes. Center the bit
on the stud, brace the drill and apply pressure with your thigh for easier drilling of wall studs.

•
•
•
•
•
•

________3. Pull the cable
When you're done drilling holes, pull the cable between the boxes and to the service panel to
complete the circuit.
Once you've pulled the cable through the holes, push it back a little to leave a small amount of
slack. This is handy insurance in case you cut the cable a little short and need extra length, and
it also allows other tradespeople a little slack to push your wire out of the way.
Remove about 12 in. of the white outer plastic sheathing from the cable before you push it into
the box.
Push the cable into the box so that at least 1/4 in. of sheathing is visible inside the box. The
National Electrical Code requires that at least 3 in. of wire protrude beyond the face of the box.

•
•
•
•

Planning tips
Position outlets so that no point in any wall space is more than 6 ft. from an outlet without crossing a
doorway. Install an outlet in every wall section that’s 2 ft. wide or wider.
•

Add at least one 15-amp circuit for every 600 sq. ft. of building area. Twenty-amp circuits are required
for kitchen, pantry, breakfast, dining room, laundry rooms and bathrooms.

•

Add separate circuits for heavy power users such as room air conditioners and electric space heaters.

When possible, install new circuits by running cable all the way to the service panel rather than connecting to
existing circuits.

4. Staple the cable
________Next staple the cable in place. Position the staples in the following locations:
•

Within 8 in. of boxes without cable clamps or within 12 in. of boxes with cable clamps. Most
plastic boxes for two or more switches have built-in cable clamps.

•

Every 4 ft. 6 in. along framing members like joists and studs. This is the maximum distance. Many
electricians put them closer as needed.

•

Within 12 in. of where a cable runs through a hole and continues along a framing member, like a
ceiling joist.

Because cables must be kept at least 1-1/4 in. from the face of studs, you can't staple them side by
side along a 2x4. The electrical code also prohibits you from placing more than one cable under
standard 1/2-in. staples.
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5. Connect the wires
_________Cut and strip the wires.
•
•
•
•
•

For safe wire connections, cut all the wires to leave at least 6 in. protruding past the face of the
box.
Leave one bare copper ground wire an extra 6 in. long.
Thread the long ground wire through the hole in the top of the special green wire connector
and splice all the ground wires by holding them together and twisting the connector clockwise
until it's tight.
Strip the ends of the white and black wires and one end of each 6-in.-long pigtail and splice
them with wire connectors.
Cover the un-stripped end of the black (hot) pigtail with a wire connector for safety.
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Electrical Unit Final
“A” frame

Electron

12 feet

OSHA

Positive

44 inches

3-way switch

Stamped

One

Arc-fault interrupter

Negative

Sub-panel

Milliamps

Non-metallic

Silver screws

Type

Single gang box

Resistance

Circuit

Electrical current

Location

American Wire Gauge

Receptacle

Black

Directions: Fill in the blanks using the words from the word bank.
1. The Greek word for amber was ___________________________________.
2. Benjamin Franklin coined the terms ________________________ and
_______________________ when describing the attraction and repulsion between items, and
vice-versa.
3. It would take only 2 ________________________ to kill the average man.
4. Named for the German scientist Georg S. Ohm, the ohm is a measure of ________________ to
current flow.
5. When the symbol on the plans, usually by a doorway or opening, is “S3” it is calling for a
____________________.
6. Electrical symbols represent and indicate the ___________________ and
_____________________ of ceiling outlets, switches, receptacles and other electrical
equipment on the wiring plan.
7. A conductor is any material that allows __________________________ to flow through it.
8. Wire sizes are categorized according to the ________________________ system.
9. 9.When an electrical box can hold only one switch or receptacle, it is referred to as a
___________________.
10. When you are laying out for the plugs in a room, the maximum distance between boxes should
not exceed _________________________.
11. The standard height of a dwelling electrical switch is _________________ to the center of the
box.
12. If you have too many circuits in one dwelling, you will have to install a
_____________________.
13. The neutral (white) wire attaches to the _____________________________ on a receptacle.
14. You need at least ________________________ receptacle in both the front and back of a
house.
15. When “making up” a two-conductor cable, the ___________________________ is the hot wire.
16. If a circuit is exposed to too much power, it creates an overload. An ___________________
protects each circuit in case of overloads, by shutting the circuit off.
17. If you see “NM” on a set of electrical plans, it is referring to ______________________cable.
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18. When the building inspector shows up to inspect, you must show him an approved
______________ set of plans.
19. Wearing safety glasses is a law enforced by ____________________________.
20. An ________________________ ladder should never be leaned against a building to work off.
Part II Directions: Circle the correct answers to the questions below.
21. What is the most important rule concerning electrical safety?
a. Lock-out/tag-out b. Always work with one hand

c. Keep the key

d. THINK!

22. What is a Ground Fault?
a. When a crack in the earth’s crust opens, causing an earthquake.
b. When an electrical path to ground, other than the intended path is established.
c. When an electrical system comes in direct contact with the sky, causing a short.
d. Amperage divided by the total voltage equals a ground fault.
23. Which statement is true?
e. One electrical horsepower = 746 watts
f.

One kilowatt = 1000 watts

g. One
h. Both A and B
24. A dull tool is a
i.

a. safe tool

b. dangerous tool

c. neutral tool

d. good tool

25. The force that pushes current through a conductor is
j.

a. voltage

b. amperage

c. dark side of the force

d. opposition

26. Ohm’s Law
k.
l.
m.
n.

is a very good law
was named for Thomas “O” Edison
was part of the original Constitution
states that it takes 1 volt to push 1 amp through 1 ohm

27. To find the layout of the electrical system on a set of plans, how will the page be labeled?
o. a. front page

b. back page

c. information page

d. “E” page

28. When laying out the locations for outlets and receptacles, you see SD in a circle in front of a
bedroom door, you know it is a
a. system designator

b. smoke detector

c. structural detail

d. student discount
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29. Non-metallic sheathed cable must be stapled within 12” from a _________________ to meet
code.
p. a. doorway

b. window

c. electrical box

d. corner

30. In walls constructed of wood or other combustible surface material; boxes, plaster rings,
extension rings, or extenders shall be installed flush with the
q. finished surface

b. stud, joist or rafter

c. sub-surface

d. top plates

31. The bedroom switch shall not be place closer than 3 inches from
r. a. a window

b. the open side of the door

s. c. the sliding closet door

d. the hinge side of the door

32. A common switch used at both the top and bottom of a set of stairs is a
t. dimmer switch b. timed switch

c. 3-way switch

d. willow switch

33. Which wire attaches to the bronze screw on a receptacle?
u. a. the white wire

b. the blue wire

c. the green wire

d. the black

wire
34. Kitchen outlets shall be spaced no more than ___________ along the countertop.
v. 6 inches

b. 12 inches

c. 18 inches

d. 24 inches

35. When you are laying out for receptacles in a room, do you measure through an opening or
doorway?
w. a. yes

b. no

c. maybe

d. sometimes

36. The first practical incandescent light bulb was patented in 1879 by
x. a. Benjamin Franklin b. William Gilbert

c. Barack Obama

d. Thomas Edison

37. The National Electrical Code was first published in 1897 to
y. a. teaches everyone about electricity

b. give a reason to hire inspectors

z. c. set standards for safe electrical installation

d. keep the code secret

38. The testing of electrical equipment for compliance recognized standards of safety falls to groups
such as:
a. The Warren Commission b. Underwriters Laboratories c. The Test Kitchen d. Cal-OHSA
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39. The green ground wire shall be terminated at the
a. service panel

b. ground rod

c. sub-panel

d. breaker

c. Metal conduit

d. Aluminum wire

40. Most modern-day houses are wired with
a. Romex

b. Rolex

Part III Directions: Solve the Ohm’s Law equations. Show your work.
41. When volts and ohms are known: Find the current of a 120-volt circuit with a
resistance of 60 ohms. Answer: ____________
42. Calculate the voltage supply needed to produce a current of 12 amps with a 48-ohm resistor.
Answer: _____________
43. When watts and volts are known: A 120 volts circuit has a 1440-watt load. Determine the
current. Answer: _____________
44. How many volts will a circuit possess if it has a resistance of 5 ohms, and a current flow of 17
amps? Answer: _____________
45. What value of resister would be used to permit a current of 0.2 amps to flow using a 6-volt
supply? Answer: ______________
46. Calculate the voltage across a 300-ohm resistor when a current of 0.004 amps flows through it.
Answer: ______________
47. If a circuits resistance is 7 ohms, at 115 volts, how many amps will flow through it?
Answer: ______________
48. How many ohms of resistance will a circuit possess if it has a current flow of 15 amps, and a
voltage of 230 volts? Answer: ________________
49. When ohms and watts are known: Determine the current where a circuit consumes 625 watts
through a 12.75-ohm resistor. Answer: ________________
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Electrical Unit Final – Answer Key
1. Electron
2. Positive and negative
3. Milliamps
4. Resistance
5. 3-way switch
6. Type and location
7. Electrical current
8. American Wire Gauge
9. Single gang box
10. 12 feet
11. 44 inches
12. Sub-panel
13. Silver screws
14. One
15. Black
16. Arc-fault interrupter
17. Non-metallic
18. Stamped
19. OSHA
20. “A” frame
21. D
22. B
23. D
24. B
25. A
26. D
27. D
28. B
29. E
30. A
31. B
32. C
33. D
34. D
35. A
36. D
37. C
38. B
39. B
40. A
41. 2 amperes

42. 30 ohms
43. 576 volts
44. 12 amps
45. 85 volts
46. 30 ohms
47. 1.2 volts
48. 16.43 amps
49. 15.33 ohms
50. 7 amperes
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Project #6: Building a Shed
Lesson #5: Plumbing (10 class periods)
Objectives
Students will be able to…


Understanding the history of plumbing



Use plumbing tools and identify them



Apply plumbing safety



Install a toilet



Calculate volume



Install a sink



Work with a team by communicating effectively, collaborating, and problem solving.

Standards
LS 11-12.6
RSIT 11-12.2
RLST 11-12.2
Writing 9-10.5
Geometry 5 & 8
Residential and Commercial Construction Pathway- D2.1, D2.2, D2.3, D3.1, D3.3, D3.5,
D3.7, D4.4, D6.2, D6.3, D6.4
Problem Solving and Critical Thinking 5.1, 5.2, 5.3
Health and Safety 6.2, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.10, 6.12
Responsibility and Leadership 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 9.2, 9.3, 9.6, 9.7

Materials
Plumbing History Hand out
Plumbing History Worksheet
Plumbing Tools Handout
Plumbing Tools Worksheet
Plumbing safety hand out
Plumbing safety test
Installing a Toilet Handout
Installing a sink handout
Plumbing Unit Test
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Lesson Sequence


Read the P lum bing History Hand out and complete the P lum bing history
W orksheet .



Read the P lum bing Tools Hand out and complete the P lum bing Tools



Read P lum bing Safety Hand out. Answer any questions students may have.



Have students take the P lum ing Safety Test.



Use the I nstalling A Toilet Handout and practice installing a toilet.



Use the I nstalling A Sink Handout and practice installing a sink.



Review plumbing skills and answer any questions students may have.



Pass out P lum bing Unit Test and have students take test.

W orksheet.

Assessment
Informal assessment throughout lesson.
Check for understanding
Observe students installing toilet and sink.
Use plumbing unit test to assess student learning.

Accommodations/Modifications
Check for Understanding
One on One Support
Peer Support
Visuals
Extra Time If Needed
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Plumbing History Handout
Civilization has not always had such things as indoor plumbing; in fact, many areas of the world still
don’t!

Early Plumbing
When did indoor plumbing first appear in homes? Water pipes have been
discovered in an Egyptian tomb that still fills a deep moat with water from
the Nile. The tomb was built 5,000 years ago! Water changed desert to
fertile farmland. The ancient Egyptians were expert builders of not only
pyramids, but canals and deep wells. Water was brought up from the wells
using a “water wheel”, clay pots tied to a rope that circulated in and out of
the well to bring up life-giving water. It was stored in earthen pots and
carried by hand to homes.
The palace of King Minos (1500 B.C.) of the Minoan civilization on the
island of Crete, had floor drains connected to a sewer system made from
clay pipe. The queen’s bathroom featured a 5-foot-long terra cotta bathtub.
The tub had no drain and was filled and emptied by hand. In a room
nearby, was the world’s earliest flushing water closet. This consisted of a
shallow basin with a drain and pipes built into the wall that would wash
away the waste. The water came from rainwater, or by the hands of slaves
dumping water into the pipes above.
Ancient Greeks set high standards of cleanliness and physical fitness for themselves. Having created
the first Olympic Games in 776 B.C., every large city in Greece featured a gymnasium with hot and
cold shower baths. Tiled bathtubs were common in private homes, complete with a drain connected
to the city sewer system. Many homes also had latrines connected to the sewer. They had to be
flushed with the household wastewater dumped by hand.
In Mesopotamia, plumbing was important to early development. The Assyrian king Sennacherib (705681 B.C.) developed a 10-mile-long aqueduct in three stages with two dams and a chain of canals, an
important engineering feat. Sargon the Great, an Assyrian king (721 – 705 B.C.) had an indoor six
hole “privy”, connected to a 164-foot sewer. Most well to do citizens of that time also had a privy, but
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they were mere holes in the floor with a cesspool underneath (imagine cutting a hole in your floor,
with a pit underneath in which to relieve yourself each morning). The smell from the sewer however
was overwhelming. The poor of that time, however, were not so lucky. They would dump their waste
outside on the streets. Over time, the waste was covered over, rather than removed. As the streets
rose from the repeated dumping and covering, stairs were built to get down into houses. It was
common in most societies throughout the middle ages to use bed pans for human waste and dump it
from windows out into the street. Can you imagine the smell of ancient cities?

The Romans
It is to the Old Roman Empire that modern plumbers owe their name as well as much of their
tradecraft. Most early pipe was crafted from wood or clay. The Romans refined pipe with the use of
lead. Lead was soft, could be flattened, then rolled into pipe. It could be made watertight and was
easily worked. Craftsmen who were skilled in the working of lead were highly prized. The Latin term
“plumbus” means lead. A plumber was a worker in lead who created pipe, soldered it, installed it
and repaired it. He also worked on rain gutters and down to sewers. Plumbers were responsible for
everything that had to do with the supply of fresh water to the removal of wastewater. Sounds just
like the job description of a modern-day plumber.
Roman plumbers perfected the use of hot water communal
steam baths. One such bath, that of Diocletian, seated over
3,000 people! It was a huge complex with hot, tepid and cold
baths complete with walls covered in mosaic tile. Furnaces
below baths heated hollow bricks to provide heat for the hot
rooms. The supply of fresh water, as with all civilizations, was
critical. The Romans accomplished this with a series of
aqueducts totaling an incredible 220 miles. Water flowed from mountain water supplies by gravity to
the cities. In low areas, the aqueduct would have to be raised to keep the supply running. The
longest overhead section was 14 miles long! For all their plumbing prowess engineering skill, the
Romans never man- aged to solve that age-old problem of disposing of human waste. You see, even
when a plumbing system used a sewer, it smells… it smells bad! De- composing mater creates
methane and other harmful gases, and methane gas not only has a bad odor, it is also dangerous. It
is combustible, even explosive when enclosed. Open holes or even sewers allowed the gas to vent
back into the house. For this reason, most pit toilets are outside of the house. Have you ever
thought about why you have water in the bottom of your toilet at home? That water forms what is
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called a “trap seal”. It blocks sewer gas for entering your home. The trap is the key to having a
clean and odor free house. In fact, all plumbing fixtures with a drain are required by the plumbing
code to have a trap.
The Toilet
Although the first true flushing toilet was invented 1596, only two were
made. They were for the use by the inventor Sir John Harrington, and
his godmother, Queen Elizabeth I. The Queen’s water closet was even
gilded with gold. He never made any more because he was ridiculed by
his peers. They thought it was a ridiculous invention. It would be
another 180 years before another inventor, Alexander Cummings,
reinvented the water closet. Others soon followed suit and toilets started
gaining favor. These toilets used a variety of valve designs to flush the
waste and keep the sewer gases from entering the house. It was not
until 1852 that the predecessor to today’s toilet was invented. That design used an “S” trap to hold
water in the bowl. When water is added, it flushes the bowl out by a siphoning action, without any
valve mechanism. This simplified the toilet greatly. The first all ceramic toilet was invented in 1885
by Thomas Twilley. That revolutionized the plumbing industry be- cause all previous designs were
made from a combination of materials and prone to leaks. From that point on, reliable toilets have
been made that were affordable for the masses. That design of the all ceramic toilet bowl with “S”
trap, has seen little change to now.
You may have heard that the inventor of the modern toilet was an Englishman by the name of
Thomas Crapper. Also, that his name gave rise to a common euphemism associated with the toilet.
As to the first part, no he did not invent the toilet. He was however a plumber; in fact, he was a
very successful plumber. He owned three plumbing shops in his lifetime. He also has several
plumbing patents including two for water closet designs. His water closets were very common in
England and his company name was printed on the tank of all of them. World War I American
solders passing through England saw the words “T. Crapper --- Chelsea” and coined the slang term
“crapper” meaning toilet.
Fresh Water Supply
The fresh water supply to the house is equally as important as waste disposal. Originally humans
settled close to rivers, lakes or streams in order to have a supply of fresh water. Over time, they found
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that water could be brought up from the ground by digging a well in areas that the ground water was
close to the earth’s sur- face. These shallow open wells, however, were prone to contamination from
the local privies! A system was needed to transport clean water from a source to the settlement.
Water pipes were and still are the best answer.

Many materials were used to make water pipe in the past; iron, steel, copper, lead, stone, tin, clay,
even hollowed out trees! Natural materials were the first products used to make pipe. While using
stone to transport water may last thousands of years, it is very difficult to work with and expensive.
Trees on the other hand are readily avail- able, and not as difficult to drill out, but they won’t last very
long underground. Metallic pipes became the best choice for plumbing pipes. Rust in iron and steel is
the biggest problem, however, some cast iron pressure water pipes have been used continually for
almost 200 years without major problems. Pretty amazing when you compare it to a modern system
that has a life expectancy of 50 to 80 years (although water quality has improved immensely with
modern materials and techniques!) Copper has been the best choice when it comes to clean
freshwater delivery.
One of the most important factors in increasing both the lifespan of humans and the quality of life,
has been improved personal hygiene. What more important invention has there been than the flush
toilet and a clean fresh water supply? Is it any wonder that the average lifespan of humans has
increased from about 35 years in the 19th century to over 80 years now? Diseases like Cholera,
typhoid and many others are directly related to unsanitary conditions. Plumbers help to keep our
homes and our environment clean.
Tools, techniques and materials have greatly changed over the years. However, skilled Plumbers
continue to be highly valued and in demand today. So, tomorrow morning when you trudge into
the bathroom half awake, take a moment to thank the plumber who make it possible for you to go
through your morning routine, without having to walk to the privy out back!
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Plumbing History Worksheet
Use the “History of Plum bing” to answ er the follow ing questions.

1. Where would you find the earliest known flushing toilet?

2. What is a “privy?”

3. For most of the world prior to the 19th century, how did city dwellers dispose of human waste?

4. In history, which civilization could boast at being the champion builders of aqueducts?

5. Where does the word “Plumber” come from?

6. What is the name of the gas that is responsible for sewer smell?

7. How do modern plumbing fixtures block sewer gas from entering the building?

8. Which royal person got the first true flushing “throne?”

9. What plumbing fixture has made the biggest impact on personal hygiene?
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Plumbing History Worksheet – Answer Key
1. The Egyptian Civilization
2. Crete
3. A toilet. In Ancient Assyria, most privies were mere holes in the floorboards with a
cesspool underneath
4. By dumping it onto the streets
5. The Romans
6. “Plumber” comes from the Latin word “plumbus” meaning lead. A plumber was
someone who worked with lead to create, solder, install, and repair pipes.
7. Methane gas
8. Modern plumbing utilizes “trap seals” such as the water at the bottom of your toilet
bowl, to block sewer gas from entering buildings
9. Queen Elizabeth I
10. The flush toilet and clean fresh water supply
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Plumbing Tools Handout
Pipe Wrench:






This wrench clamps down tighter on the pipe as you turn.
The jaws are hardened and will bite into the steel pipe allowing you to turn it with
great
force.
Pipe wrench should not be used on exposed pipe such as
chrome plating
If used on copper tube, the copper will crush.

Propane Torch:





Used to heat copper pipe and fittings hot enough that
solder will melt into the joint.
Propane canister is replaceable when empty.
The torch assembly has many different tips available.
Some torches come with self-igniters.

Solder and Flux:






Solder is the bonding agent for copper tubing and fittings
Solder must fill the gap between the fitting and the tube
Flux is a chemical compound meant to keep the copper from
oxidizing during heating
Flux also assist the solder in flowing into the joint
Flux must be applied to both the tube and the fitting before heat
is applied.

Nipple Extractor:




Also known as an internal pipe wrench.
Used to remove pieces of pipe that have broken off.
Has a rigid cylinder with a moving part that bits into the inside of
the pipe and is used with pliers to turn it.
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Chain Vise:



Helps hold pipe when cutting or reaming pipe.
Smaller than the yoke vise. Has a fixed lower V-shaped jaw with
teeth on where the pipe is laid, and a bicycle-type chain fastened
to one end. When the pipe is inserted, the chain is placed over it
and locked in a slot on the opposite side.

Yoke Vise:





Helps hold pipe when cutting or reaming pipe.
Has V-shaped jaws that grip pipe from above and below. The
lower jaw is fixed, while the upper jaw is raised or lowered by
a screw.
Holds pipe with the inverted V-shaped yoke that unlatches on
one side and tilts to accommodate long pipe.

Reamer:







Removes burrs from the inside of the pipe. Burrs are the flakes of metal or plastic on
the outside and inside of the pipe after the pipe is cut.
Cone-shaped, with ratchet handles.
Cutting edges can be sharpened, but this is difficult and
time-consuming, and the small replacement cost usually
makes it impractical.
Straight-fluted reamers have straight cutting edges. They
can be used by hand or in a power drive unit.
Spiral-fluted reamers have spiral-shaped cutting edges.
They cut more easily, save time but are far more expensive
than straight-fluted cutters They are for hand use only.

PVC Cutter:



Used for cutting ABS, PVC and PE pipe.
Makes clean cuts with one-handed operation.

Handle Puller:





Also known as a faucet handle puller.
Used to remove corroded or frozen handles without scarring
the chrome.
Has two hook-like jaws with a center rod that turns.
Use penetrating oil to help loosen the handle before pulling.
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Tubing Cutter:








Primarily used to cut copper pipe.
Easier to use than an ordinary hacksaw, and it makes a
cleaner cut.
Has a single cutting wheel and two rollers that make smooth
right-angle cuts.
Some have a triangular blade-type reamer that folds out of the way when not in use.
Sized to cut material with outside diameters ranging from 1/8” through 4-1/2”.
Major points of wear are rollers, wheels and pins on which they are mounted. When
cutter wheels are worn out, they should be replaced; sharpening them is not advisable.
Separate cutting wheels for plastic pipe are also available.

Pipe Threader:





Uses a die head to create threads on unthreaded pipe ends
The hand tool type revolves around a stationary pipe. It is
good for threading pipe on the job.
With the powered type, the tool stays stationary while the
pipe revolves into the die.
Always use thread cutting oil for best results

Seat Dresser:




Also known as a faucet seat reamer or valve seat-grinding tool.
Used to smooth a faucet seat. Seats may not operate properly if they
collect corrosion or calcium deposits or they become rough with wear.
Inexpensive ones often only have 1/2” and 5/8” cutters

Flaring Tool:



Use to flare the end of a pipe before joining it with a flared
fitting.
The two flat bars of the tool (the yoke) clamp around the
pipe at the appropriately sized hole. Then the cone-shape,
powered by the drive screw, forces its way into the pipe and
creates a flare.
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Valve Seat Wrench:



“L” shaped round stock with squared ends in different sizes.
Four or six different size squared ends allow one tool to remove
and replace many different size valve seats.

Faucet Wrench:





The long handle and self-tightening jaws allow the plumber
to remove and replace faucet hold-down nuts under an
existing sink.
The jaws flip from side to side to tighten or loosen nuts.
Another version of this tool is a cylinder with different sized
ends. The ends are notched to match the plastic wing nuts commonly used on modern
faucets. Since these plastic wing nuts are hand tightened only, no handle is necessary.

ABS Reamer


Like the pipe reamer, but the
lightweight cutters on this tool are
only meant to clean the burs from
the inside and outside of ABS
plastic pipe.

Pressure Gage:




Pressure gage attached to a threaded cap.
When attached to water or gas piping in a structure, it helps
to check for leaks.
Most building inspectors require an air pressure check to
verify in integrity of gas piping.
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Plumbing Tools Worksheet
Name the Tool

Description of use
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Plumbing Safety Handout
Personal Safety
A plumber installs, repairs, and maintains plumbing fixtures or systems in businesses, industries, or
residences. The job may include installation and repair of pipes, fittings, and fixtures servicing the
water supply, waste disposal, and heating systems. Plumbers must also haul supplies, cut and
assemble plumbing materials, and use equipment and tools. Plumbing is a simple name for a job that
has a wide variety of du- ties.

Hazardous M aterials
Chemical and material exposures are common for plumbers, so get training on the potential hazards
at the job sites that you are assigned. Find out if your jobsite has asbestos, lead paint, or mold. Make
sure that it is abated and cleaned up before you begin any work that may disturb it. If you must
disturb lead, asbestos, or mold, get certified for the work and use the required work practices.
Be familiar with chemicals like solder, adhesives, and solvents that you use on the job. Use material
safety data sheets (MSDS) to learn about the chemical properties, health hazards, and required
personal protective equipment (PPE) that you will need.
Avoid exposure to sewage by wearing gloves, coveralls, washing your hands, and de- contaminating
your equipment after use.
Plumbing work areas are not always easy to access or work in. Learn how to identify confined spaces
and follow confined space procedures if you must enter one. Avoid oxygen deficient atmospheres
and be aware that hydrogen sulfide, a byproduct of sewage decomposition, can build up to
unhealthy levels. Use air monitors to assure your safety.

Hazardous Environm ents
Plumbers work in wet environments, so wear appropriate footwear to avoid slips, trips, and falls. Make
sure you have a sturdy shoe with a protective toe box and a non-slip sole. Keep your work areas clear
of clutter and equipment to make it easier to move around and avoid a fall. You can get burns from hot
equipment parts, steam lines, and the release of hot water or steam. Use heat-insulating gloves and
eye/face shields and make sure to drainpipes before you open them up.
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To avoid electric shock, only use power tools that are safe for a wet environment and that have a
ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI). Be cautious when working on metal pipes; if you feel tingling
when touching a metal pipe, stop work immediately.
Tool Safety
A variety of hand tools, pipe cutting and bending equipment, and power tools is necessary for working
on plumbing materials. Keep your tools and equipment, and their safety features, in good working
order. Keep cutting equipment sharp so it will work properly. Cut away from your face and body to
avoid cuts and punctures. Use eye protection when cutting or grinding to avoid eye injuries from flying
particles.
When you work in awkward positions or perform repetitive manual tasks, you are at risk for a
musculoskeletal disorder. Make sure to use proper lifting techniques and keep your back straight while
working. Try to rotate your tasks and take a quick break every 30 minutes.

(1)

Job Site Safety

Fire safety
New plumbers are taught that almost every year they will hear a news story relating an accidental
fire on a construction site caused by a plumber’s torch. Many times, the fire started after all the
workers had left for the day!
Accidental fires are a major hazard that a plumber must guard against whenever a soldering copper
pipe fitting inside wood frame walls. Whenever a torch is being used to solder copper pipe fittings, the
excess heat can easily set the surrounding materials on fire. Plumbers are taught to keep a squirt
bottle filled with water in order to moisten and cool the area around the joint. Also, a fully charged fire
extinguisher should be within easy reach in case a fire does start.
A plumber told me of his experience on a job site soldering pipe fitting. The tarpaper on the back side
of the wall caught fire. He turned around and grabbed the fire extinguisher, but it was empty! As the
fire was getting bigger, he ran to the other side of the job site to get another extinguisher. By the time
he got back, the whole wall was on fire and the extinguisher was useless. When the fire department
got there, half the building was on fire. All because he was not prepared.
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There are other methods to protect against fire. Many plumbers use a fire cloth (nonflammable cloth)
or sheet metal behind the fitting to protect the flammable part of the building. Even sheet metal is
not foolproof though, as it transfers heat very quickly. Another method is to use a damp cloth behind
the fitting to protect the flammables.

Good Housekeeping
Plumbers also need to be aware of the amount of pipe, fittings and tools they have on the job site.
Good housekeeping is important in order prevent tripping hazards. Pipe should be stacked out of
walkways. Cutting oil should be protected to prevent spills that could be dangerous as well as
damaging to flooring and other building materials.

Natural Gas
Many plumbers also install natural gas appliances such as water heaters and heaters. It is very
important to vent them properly and ensure that the gas lines do not leak. The exhaust from gas
appliances can produce carbon monoxide. This is a very dangerous gas, as it does not smell, and is
colorless. When it is inhaled, it blocks the oxygen transfer to your bloodstream. So even after
moving to fresh air, a person can still die from asphyxiation (lack of oxygen to the brain).
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Plumbing Safety Test
Air
Monitors

Asbestos

Carbon
Monoxide

Eye
Protection

Fire Cloth

Fire
Extinguisher

GFCI

HeatInsulating
Gloves

Hydrogen
Sulfide

Lead

MSDS

Non-Slip
Workbooks

PPE

Water
Squirt
Bottle

1. Plumbers must be careful working around hazardous materials such as lead and
_____________________.
2. In order to learn about the hazardous chemicals and materials that plumbers commonly
use, they should read the ______________.
3. Plumbers should make sure that electric tools are plugged into ______________
protected outlets.
4. When sewage decomposes, an unhealthy gas is produced called ________________.
5. When using power tools, all workmen should use ______________.
6. When working with steam lines, workers should use face shields and
__________________.
7. One of tools plumbers use to prevent fires by cooling the surrounding area is a
_____________________.
8. When using a soldering torch, a fully charged ________________ should always be
available within easy reach.
9. One method used by plumbers to prevent a fire, is to back the pipe fitting with a
_____________________.
10. A dangerous by product of gas burning appliances can be__________________.
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Plumbing Safety Test – Answer Key
1. Asbestos
2. MSDS
3. GFCI
4. Hydrogen sulfide
5. Eye protection
6. Heat insulating gloves
7. Water squirt bottle
8. Fire extinguisher
9. Fire cloth
10. Carbon monoxide
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Installing a Toilet Handout
Use the Toilet Installation mock-up and these instructions to first assemble, then install a toilet.
 Acquire the following materials and tools from your instructor.
o
o
o
o
o

Toilet installation mock-up kit.
Adjustable wrench or the proper open-end wrenches
Plastic nut basin wrench
Toilet bowl and tank.
Rubber toilet gasket.

 Review the DVD section on Water Closet Installation
 Assemble the toilet first before installing it. The tank has four holes in the bottom of it. The
large center hole is the waterway into the bowl. The two smaller holes outside of the center are
for the tank bolts to attach to the bowl. The single 1” diameter hole on the outside is for the
water inlet.
 Place the sponge rubber bowl gasket on the inlet to the bowl.
 Insert the flat rubber washers on the tank bolts.
 Place the tank on the bowl, then insert the tank bolts through the holes in the tank and
bowl.
 Put the washer and plastic wing nuts on the tank bolts and hand tighten. The tank
should be a little loose, as the sponge washer pushes the tank away from the bowl. The
nuts must be tightened further until the tabs on the bottom of the tank just touches the
bowl. Rem em ber if you tighten the nuts any further, you w ill break the

ceram ic flange.

 Now insert the inlet valve with a rubber washer on the bottom of it, into the proper hole.
From below, install the washer and plastic nut on the inlet valve and hand tighten. Continue
to tighten 1/4 turn beyond hand tight with the special plastic nut wrench.
 The toilet is now ready to install. Place a reusable toilet gasket on the floor flange and
place the two brass “T” bolts in the slots in the floor flange. Now place the plastic keeper
washers over the brass bolts to hold them in place.
 Now place the completed toilet over the bolts. Add the washers and nuts then hand
tighten. Again, do not over tighten the nuts, as it will break the ceramic flange.
 The last step is to install the water supply tube. Hand tighten both end of the water
supply tube, then turn 1/4 turn more.
 Have your instructor check your completed work.
 Once your work is checked, disassemble all the parts to return them to the original
condition you found them.
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Installing a Sink Handout
Use the sink installation mock-up and these instructions to first assemble, then install a sink.
1.

Review the “Sink Installation” PowerPoint presentation on the Module CD

2.

Acquire the following materials and tools from your instructor.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Sink installation mock-up kit (counter-top, sink, faucet, drain, & supply lines)
Adjustable wrench or the proper open-end wrenches
Slip grove pliers.
Plastic nut basin wrench.

3.

Assemble the sink before installing it. The sink has three pre-cut holes on top, those
are for the faucet. The two in the bowls, are of course for the drains. You will start
assembly with the faucet.

4.

The faucet should come with a rubber gasket that fits between the faucet body and the
sink. Place the gasket over the threaded supply connections. With the sink upside down
on the counter, push the connectors through the top sink holes and hold it in place with
one hand. Now on the underside of the sink, place the washers, then the plastic holds
down nuts on each connector. Hand tighten the hold down nuts. With the faucet
wrench, tighten 1/4 turn only.

5.

Connect the water supply lines to the faucet. One end of the supply lines will match
the faucet connectors, the other will match the angle stops. Remember to tighten
only 1/4 turn past hand tight!

6.

Now carefully turn the sink over and place it in the countertop.

7.

Now you will install the strainer baskets in the sink. The strainer has a large washer
and nut that will hold it in place on the underside of the sink. However, it needs a seal
in the sink side. This is accomplished with “Plumbers Putty”. Take a spoon sized
amount of putty in your hand and lightly roll
it into rope the diameter of a pen. Wrap this around in underside of the strainer
flange. Add enough to wrap all the way around the flange and with your fingers,
connect the two ends.

8.

Insert the basket into the sink hole and add the washer and nut from underneath. As
you tighten the strainer nut, the plumber’s putty should squish out the top. Hand
tighten until the strainer cannot be turned from the top side. Clean off excess putty
and return into the container. Repeat this process for both strainers.
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9.

Install the flanged downspouts on the bottom of both strainers. Hand tighten only.

10.

Start the drains with the “P” trap. Install the lateral off the wall, then add the “P”
trap to it. Keep all the joints loose so that they can still be adjusted.

11.

Now add the “Tee” to the top of the “P” trap. Connect the laterals with the 1/4
turns facing up to the strainers. Once connected, adjust all drains then tighten.

12.

Have your instructor check your completed work.

13.

Once your work is checked, disassemble all the parts to return them to
the original condition you found them.
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Plumbing Unit Test
1. This civilization used the earliest known pipes:
a. Egyptians
b. Greeks
c. Romans
d. Minoans
2. Which of the following trades is not related to the plumbing trade?
a. Steamfitter
b. Pipefitter
c. Pipelayer
d. Pipe maker
3. Which civilization was known for building extensive aqueduct systems?
a. Egyptians
b. Greeks
c. Romans
d. Minoans
4. How do modern plumbing fixtures block sewer gas from entering the building?
a. Sewer blocks
b. Trap
c. Flush valve
d. Vent pipe
5. What does the term “Potable Water” mean?
a. Drinking water
b. Sewer water
c. Treated wastewater
d. Irrigation water
6. What is the most common use for cast iron pipe?
a. Irrigation water
b. Potable water
c. Steam pipes
d. Waste lines
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7. What is the purpose of a Faucet Wrench?
a. Removing faucet handles
b. Install faucet aerators
c. Install and remove hold-down nuts
d. Removing valve stems
8. What is the proper tool to use to remove a pipe broken off in a fitting?
a. Pipe wrench
b. Nipple Extractor
c. Chain vise
d. Reamer
9. Why is a plumber taught to keep a squirt bottle of water handy when soldering copper
joints?
a. To keep the plumber cool
b. To keep the pipe cool
c. To keep the pipe moist
d. To keep the flammable surrounding materials wet
10. Calculate the volume of a 2-inch diameter cylinder that is 5 feet long
a. 188.52 cubic inches
b. 377.04 cubic inches
c. .21 cubic feet
d. 15.71 cubic feet
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Plumbing Unit Test – Answer Key
1. B
2. D
3. D
4. B
5. A
6. A
7. C
8. B
9. B
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Project #6: Building A Shed
Lesson #6: Drywall (10 class periods)
Objectives
Students will be able to…


Understand the drywall industry overview



Calculate an estimation of how much drywall is needed for a floor plan



Install drywall



Match texture and patch drywall

Standards
LS 11-12.6
RSIT 11-12.2
RLST 11-12.2
Writing 9-10.5
Residential and Commercial Construction pathway D2.1, D2.2, D2.3, D3.1, D3.3, D3.5, D3.7,
D4.4, D6.2, D6.3, D6.4
Problem Solving and Critical Thinking 5.1, 5.2, 5.3
Health and Safety 6.2, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.10, 6.12
Responsibility and Leadership 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 9.2, 9.3, 9.6, 9.7

Materials
Drywall Industry Overview Handout
Drywall Floor Plan Estimating Worksheet
Drywall Installation Information Handout
Drywall Project Rubric
Professional Drywall Patch Order of Operations

Lesson Sequence


Review the Dryw all I ndustry Overview Handout together. Have students highlight
important information and answer any questions students may have.



Review the Dryw all Floor P lan Estim ating w orksheet together. Model how to
estimate how much drywall is needed.
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Pass out the Dryw all I nstallation I nform ation Handout . Review together and
answer any questions students may have.



Pass out the Dryw all P roject R ubric. Review together as a class and have students
begin. Monitor students work and answer any questions and assist as needed.



Review the P rofessional Dryw all P atch Order of Operations. Have students
follow steps.

Assessment
Informal observations
Check for understanding through questioning
Grade student drywall skills and ability to follow directions
Grade student drywall patch work and ability to follow directions and match texture

Accommodations/Modifications
Visuals
Extra Time If Needed
Model
One on One Support
Peer Support
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Drywall Industry Overview Handout
The drywall contractor industry in the US includes over 20,000
businesses with combined annual revenue of $25 billion. Large
companies include Performance Contracting Group, Masco
Contractor Services, and US Builder Services. Nearly 60 percent of
the companies in the industry are small with fewer than five
employees. The average company brings in about $2 million in
annual revenue.
New construction accounts for about 70 percent of total industry revenue, the rest is from
renovations. Commercial construction accounts for 60 percent of revenues, especially construction
of office buildings, commercial space, schools, apartments, hospitals, and hotels; single family
residential construction accounts for the rest.

Competitive Landscape

Demand is driven heavily by new building construction. The profitability of individual companies
depends on a steady volume of work, accurate job estimating, and good cost controls. Large
companies have an advantage in bidding on large jobs. Small companies can compete effectively by
specializing in either residential or commercial work. Residential contractors have competition from
many independent workers. The industry is labor-intensive: average annual revenue per employee
is just over $100,000. This is not to say that this is the average income of a drywall installer, rather
the average income that a journeyman has the potential to produce. According to Salary Wizard, as
of November 2009, the average drywall installer, which is the labor side of the market, ranged
between 34,000 and 50,000 a year. On 40-hour work week that could be up to $27/hour.

Commercial contractors install the metal framing that
underlies walls in commercial buildings and the gypsum
wallboard that covers it. They also install other types of
walls (such as movable partitions or stone veneer),
acoustic and specialty ceilings, and various types of
insulation and fireproofing. Many commercial contractors
are sales representatives for manufacturers of floor, wall
or ceiling products, from companies such as USG, Armstrong, and Johns
Manville.
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Residential contractors install heat and sound insulation, ceilings,
and interior walls in single-family homes. Walls and ceilings are
typically made from various types of gypsum panels nailed into
place over wood framing installed by the builder. Various finishing
work hides joints and prepares the surfaces for painting. Insulation
materials typically are fiberglass pads and foam panels but may
also be sprayed or loose materials like cellulose.

As in many trades, commercial contractors may have
an Internet site that allows potential customers to
view projects and see samples of the types of
materials they've worked with. Computer technology
may be used in project cost estimating, materials
ordering, and project coordination with the primary
contractor.
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Drywall Installation Information Handout
Materials Needed:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building Lumber
Drywall (2’ x 4’ sheet each)
Corner Bead
Drywall Mesh Tape
Drywall Tape
Drywall Tools
Drywall Mud and Topping

Lesson Plan Text:
Once your wallboards are hung, there are three separate parts to getting wallboard (also referred
to as gypsum wallboard and drywall) ready for primer and paint. They are:

1. finishing nail or screw indentations
2. finishing corners
3. finishing joints
Fortunately, all three parts can be worked at the same time.
The nature of joint compound, hereafter referred to as mud, is that it shrinks as it dries. As it shrinks, it
is normal for it to crack. Mud generally requires three separate coats to compensate for this cracking
and shrinkage. Each subsequent coat of mud should be spread with a wider knife than the previous
coat. Each coat requires 24 hours drying time between applications. Depending on your skill level, you
may need to do some light sanding between applications. The final coat will always require sanding.
You can use a finishing sander to speed up the job.
When sanding, it's best to start at the outer edges of the dried mud and work your way toward the
center. Use circular motions applying just enough pressure to remove the imperfections.
Tools:
3" drywall taping knife 6" drywall taping
knife 10" drywall taping knife Finish
sander
Outside corner beads Joint tape
Joint compound
Fine or medium grit sandpaper
Old sheets, plastic or painter's canvas
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Finishing
Use a 3" drywall knife to spread mud into the indentations left by nails or screws. Scrap away excess
mud. Repeat until indentations are relatively flush and then sand.
Finishing Corners
There are two types of corners: inside corners and outside corners.
Metal beads are available and recommended for outside corners. Finish the outside corners by
positioning the bead. Drive drywall nails or screws into the smaller holes about every five inches.
Each nail or screw should attach to a wall stud that is located behind the wallboard. Using a 3"
knife, spread about 1/8" of mud over the entire bead, one side at a time. Be sure to feather out
the mud about 2 inches on both sides of the bead. Allow to dry. Sand lightly if needed. Repeat the
process using 6-inch knife feathering out the mud and additional 2 inches on both sides. Allow to
dry. Repeat the process for the final time feathering the mud an additional 2 inches using your 10inch knife. Sand away the minor imperfections.
A similar procedure is used for insides corners. You may elect to use paper inside corner beads or to
embed paper joint tape into the corner. To embed joint tape spread about an eighth inch of mud into
the corner. Make sure the mud is spread wider than the tape. Fold the tape along the crease and
position into the corner. Starting at the top, use a 3" knife to embed the tape and squeeze out the
excess mud by placing the blade flush against the tape and pulling down while applying pressure. Do
one side at a time but work quickly as the mud will began to surface dry if you take too long. Apply a
second 1/8th inch coat of mud over the tape. Allow to dry. Add subsequent coats feathering out the
mud an additional two inches or so. Finally, sand out any imperfections with medium or fine grit
sandpaper.
To finish tapered joints (joints where two pieces of drywall meet and where the edges are tapered),
spread mud into the joint using a 3" or 4" knife. Allow 24 hours to dry. Repeat the process using a 6"
knife. Allow to dry. Use a 10" knife for the final application.
Allow 24 hours to dry. Sand away any imperfections.
Sometimes you may have joints joined where they are not tapered - often called butt joints. In this
case you may have to feather the mud out as much as 2 feet on each side of the joint to give the
wall the illusion of being perfectly flat.

Tip: Finishing drywall is more of an art than a science. Production speed comes with experience.
Professional finishers make the job look easy because they have acquired years of experience
perfecting their technique. Work patiently and don't worry too much about mistakes. They are
relatively easy to correct. However, don't prime and paint until you've corrected your mistakes.
Controlling Dust
Dust control is an important part of finishing drywall. Unless you're working in a newly constructed
area, you'll want to prepare for the dust caused by sanding. Always wear a dust mask and goggles to
protect your eyes and lungs from the nontoxic dust. Open windows and consider using a box fan to
exhaust the dust. Drape sheets or a canvas over large items and remove small items from the work
area.
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Drywall Project Rubric
Directions: Using your Drywall Installation Information General “How-To” sheet, complete the
following steps. Please call your instructor after each completed step for a total grade.

•

Frame 90 Degree Wall – L=35 ½” x 26 ¼” (x2)

/10 pts

•

Add Plywood as Top Plates for Strength

/10 pts

•

Hang Drywall (Drywall Screws 6” O.C.)

/10 pts

•

Install Corner Beads

/10 pts

•

Tape

/10 pts

•

Mud (Joint Compound) First Coat (24 Hours)

/10 pts

•

Sand

/10 pts

•

Mud (Joint Compound) Second Coat (24 Hours)

/10 pts

•

Sand

/10 pts

•

Skim (Topping) Last Coat (24 Hours)

/10 pts

•

Sand

/10 pts

•

Texture (Dry-Time 2 – 5 Min)

/10 pts

•

Knock-Down Texture (24 Hours)

/10 pts

•

Light Sand Texture

/10 pts
Total:

/130 pts

Note: Turn in each step for a grade
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Professional Drywall Patch Order of Operations
Step 1: Hammer a small hole into the drywall that you have just completed.

Step 2: Cut a scrap piece of drywall with a utility knife into a rectangle or square a little bigger than
the hole or damaged area. Cutting the area out to the studs is recommended, although, not
necessary. Using your piece of drywall as a template place the patch against damaged area, and
lightly trace around it with pencil. Carefully saw outlined area with keyhole saw.
Step 3: To hold a wallboard patch in place, insert a small board about 6 inches longer than the long
dimension of the hole. Put the board into the hole, center it horizontally, and hold it firmly against
inside of wallboard. Fasten the ends of the board to the existing drywall with drywall screws;
countersink the screws below surface of drywall. If you have cut out the drywall to the studs simply
secure it to the studs with your screws
Step 4: Mix joint compound, just as you did in the Drywall Installation Project. Using a six inch
putty knife, mud and tape the edges of your drywall patch. Try to get as smooth of a finish on your
dry wall as possible. Let compound dry at least several hours. Sand the dry wall to a smooth finish.
You will have to repeat a joint compound second coat before moving onto Step 4.
Step 5: After your joint compound has dried, spread topping over your patch. Purposefully spread
approximately 3 to six inches beyond your patch borders. This will ensure a smooth transition from
the patch to the existing drywall.
Step 6: After your topping has dried. Spray texture over the patch, with your greatest attempt at
matching the existing drywall texture.

You will be graded on the integrity of your patch and the matching of your texture.

/100 pts
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Drywall Floor Plan Estimating Worksheet
3050

3050

2668

5050

You will be ordering typical 4’ x 8’ sheets of
1/2” drywall. Estimates that are within
sheets of accuracy will receive full credit.

266
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